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ABSTRACT

Legal context makes software development challenging for the tool-oriented
Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR) field. Digital evidence must be
complete, accurate, reliable, and acquirable in reproducible methods in order to
be used in court. However, the lack of sufficient software quality is a well-known
problem in this context. The popularity of Open-source Software (OSS) based
development has increased the tool availability on different channels, highlighting
their varying quality. The lengthened software supply chain has introduced
additional factors affecting the tool quality and control over the use of the exact
software version. Prior research on the quality level has primarily targeted the
fundamental codebase of the tool, not the underlying dependencies. There is no
research about the role of the software supply chain for quality factors in the DFIR
context.

The research in this work focuses on the container-based package ecosystem,
where the case study includes 51 maintained open-source DFIR tools published
as Open Container Initiative (OCI) containers. The package ecosystem was
improved, and an experimental system was implemented to monitor upstream
release version information and provide it for both package maintainers and end-
users. The system guarantees that the described tool version matches the actual
version of the tool package, and all information about tool versions is available.
The primary purpose is to bring more control over the packages and support the
reproducibility and documentation requirement of the investigations while also
helping with the maintenance work.

The tools were also monitored and maintained for six months to observe
software dependency-related factors affecting the tool functionality between
different versions. After that period, the maintenance was halted for additional
six months, and the tool’s current package version was rebuilt to limit gathered
information for the changed dependencies.

A significant amount of different built time and runtime failures were
discovered, which have either prevented or hindered the tool installation or
significantly affected the tool used in the investigation process. Undocumented,
changed or too new environment-related dependencies were the significant factors
leading to tool failures. These findings support known software dependency-
related problems. The nature of the failures suggests that tool package
maintainers are required to possess a prominent level of various kinds of skills
for making operational tool packages, and maintenance is an effort-intensive job.
If the investigator does not have similar skills and there is a dependency-related
failure present in the software, the software may not be usable.

Keywords: digital evidence, FOSS, software quality, dependency hell, release
monitoring, version monitoring, software packaging, semantic versioning,
SemVer
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Oikeudellinen asiayhteys tekee ohjelmistokehityksestä haasteellista työkalupai-
notteiselle digitaaliforensiikalle ja tietoturvapoikkeamiin reagoinnille (DFIR). Di-
gitaalisen todistusaineiston on oltava kokonaista, täsmällistä, luotettavaa ja han-
kittavissa toistettavilla menetelmillä, jotta sitä voidaan käyttää tuomioistuimessa.
Laadun puute on kuitenkin tässä yhteydessä tunnettu ongelma. Avoimeen lähde-
koodin perustuva ohjelmistokehitys on kasvattanut suosiotaan, mikä on luonnol-
lisesti lisännyt työkalujen saatavuutta eri kanavilla, korostaen niiden vaihtelevaa
laatua. Ohjelmistotoimitusketjun pidentyminen on tuonut mukanaan työkalujen
laatuun ja täsmällisen ohjelmistoversion hallintaan vaikuttavia lisätekijöitä. Laa-
tutasoa koskevassa aikaisemmassa tutkimuksessa on keskitytty pääasiassa työka-
lun olennaiseen koodipohjaan; ei sen taustalla oleviin riippuvuuksiin. Ohjelmis-
totoimitusketjun merkityksestä laadullisiin tekijöihin ei ole olemassa tutkimusta
DFIR-asiayhteydessä.

Tämän työn tutkimuksessa keskitytään konttipohjaiseen pakettiekosysteemiin,
missä tapaustutkimuksen kohteena on 51 ylläpidettyä avoimen lähdekoodin DFIR-
työkalua, jotka julkaistaan ns. OCI-kontteina. Työssä parannettiin pakettiekosys-
teemiä ja toteutettiin kokeellinen järjestelmä, jolla seurattiin julkaisuversiotietoja
ja tarjottiin niitä sekä pakettien ylläpitäjille että loppukäyttäjille. Järjestelmä ta-
kaa, että kuvattu työkaluversio vastaa työkalupaketin todellista versiota, ja kaik-
ki tieto työkaluversioista on saatavilla. Ensisijaisena tarkoituksena oli lisätä ohjel-
mistopakettien hallintaa ja tukea tutkintojen toistettavuus- ja dokumentointivaa-
timusta, kuten myös auttaa pakettien ylläpitotyössä.

Työssä myös seurattiin ja ylläpidettiin työkaluja kuuden kuukauden ajan sel-
laisten ohjelmistoriippuvuuksien aiheuttamien tekijöiden tunnistamiseksi, jotka
vaikuttavat työkalun toimivuuteen eri versioiden välillä. Lisäksi odotettiin vielä
kuusi kuukautta ilman ylläpitoa, ja työkalun nykyinen pakettiversio rakennettiin
uudelleen, jotta kerätty tieto voitiin rajoittaa vain muuttuneisiin riippuvuuksiin.

Työn aikana löydettiin huomattava määrä erilaisia rakennusaika- ja suoritusai-
kavirheitä, mitkä ovat joko estäneet tai haitanneet työkalun asennusta, tai muuten
vaikuttaneet merkittävästi tutkinnassa käytettyyn työkaluun. Dokumentoimatto-
mat, muuttuneet tai liian uudet ympäristöriippuvuudet olivat merkittäviä työka-
luvirheisiin johtaneita tekijöitä. Nämä löydökset tukevat ennestään tunnettuja oh-
jelmistoriippuvuusongelmia. Virheiden luonteesta voidaan päätellä, että työkalu-
jen ylläpitäjiltä vaaditaan paljon erilaista osaamista toiminnallisten työkalupaket-
tien ylläpitämisessä, ja ylläpitäminen vaatii paljon vaivaa. Jos tutkijalla ei ole vas-
taavia taitoja ja ohjelmistossa on riippuvuuksiin liittyvä virhe, ohjelmisto saattaa
olla käyttökelvoton.

Avainsanat: digitaalinen todistusaineisto, ohjelmiston laatu, riippuvuushelvetti,
julkaisujen seuranta, versioiden seuranta, ohjelmistojen paketointi, semanttinen
versiointi
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital Forensics and Incident Response (DFIR) is a tool-oriented sub-field of
cybersecurity [1]. The specific importance of this field has been underlined in recent
years. The omnipresent use of information and communication technology in society
has brought new opportunities for criminals and has made different kinds of new crimes
possible. As a result, a significant part of criminal activity has moved from the physical
world into the digital domain, where these crimes are often called cybercrimes [2, 3].

Cyber-enabled and cyber-dependant offences are two main types in the world of
cybercrime [2]. To fight these offences, law enforcement and corporations, with the
help of researchers and other officials, have used Digital Forensics Science (DFS) to
collect digital evidence to catch and convict the culprits [4]. Incident Response (IR) has
been used to evaluate incidents and address the aftermath of the crimes to minimise the
impact [5 p.327-328].

The process of identifying, acquiring, collecting and analysing digital evidence, and
the response to the incident, is not a straightforward task, and a wide range of different
tools and methods have been used. Digital evidence is not an exception compared to
other evidence. It must be complete, accurate, reliable and reproducible while following
scientific methodologies before it should be applied in court. The famous case Daubert
v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. in the U.S. Supreme Court can be thought of
as “a pacemaker” by creating so-called Daubert’s standard to define scientific expert
testimony to apply reliability [6, 7].

Reliability requirement is not only critical in the court; other kinds of analysis must
also be reliable, such as classifying the malware in the IR to make a proper threat
assessment. IR can also be a time-critical matter, and tools must work as intended
when needed, with complete features if possible. It should be noted that IR includes
forensics operations [8]. Therefore, themes discussed around Digital Forensics (DF)
will also be relevant to IR if not explicitly mentioned in this thesis.

The lack of software quality in the DFIR tool context is known to be a problem
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Development of these tools is often pursued by different entities,
such as Free and Open-source Software (FOSS) and Open-source Software (OSS)
communities, individuals or commercial parties, creating a variety in the quality of
the tools. These entities might also use different platforms, making adapting these
tools even more challenging, if not impossible. Tools are often packaged as collections
of tools for these platforms, for example, as Linux distributions. Commercial tools
are not unequivocally better than others; open source tools are identified as better in
some cases [12], and the general popularity of OSS has drastically increased recently
[14, 15], making that landscape attractive. Kaksonen et al. identified multiple code-
hosting sites, different Linux distributions, and Microsoft Windows virtual machines
for OSS information security tools [16].

This decentralised and varying nature of the OSS tools has created additional
challenges for the investigators and tool package maintainers by broadening the
software supply chain. Package maintainers are required to maintain packages from
different upstream sources. Tool packages can also be dependent on multiple software
dependencies, which must be defined and used correctly for the tool to work. Tools
might have different release cycles on different package ecosystems, and it might
be hard to observe the real or the latest version of the used tool. That might be
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problematic; for documentation and reproducibility needs in digital investigations, the
correct software version information is required. The tool’s best, possibly the latest
version, is also needed for efficiency. DFIR tools are not immune to vulnerability issues;
on a general level, there has been a significant increase in supply chain attacks in the
past year [15], and the importance of maintenance should not be ignored. Also, package
managers might handle tool dependencies differently than others, and solving potential
conflicts is still hard [17]. The lag in the dependencies can also introduce problems for
the dependent: either the tool update is delayed, or the tool will come non-functional
after the update if it requires a newer version of the dependency.

1.1. The Scope of the Work

In this thesis, all the discussed and studied software on the implementation part can
be considered as Free and Open-source Software or Open-source Software only. The
main objective is to improve open-source DFIR tool quality and maintenance workflow
by using several methods. These methods also aim to bring more control to the
investigators for using the tools. The initial need came from the tools of the Continuous
Integration for the Collaborative Analysis of Incidents (CinCan) project [18], which was
selected be the target of the case study.

As the first method, a software release and version state monitoring system, called
cincan-registry, will be implemented to support the maintainer for being aware of
the state of all packages and acknowledge software updates from different upstreams
in the CinCan context. The system will be implemented in a container-based tool
packaging scenario - no such system was made before starting this thesis. Similar ones
in another context, such as the Anitya project, exists by contrast [19]. Investigators can
also use the system to identify the correct available local-, remote-, and upstream tool
versions from the different source repositories for operational and documentation needs
by integrating it into the so-called cincan-command wrapper tool [20]. It is used but
not explicitly required to run CinCan tool packages.

Secondly, after the system is implemented, tools are monitored for six months to
validate the correctness of the system. Identified issues will be collected and reported.
Tool packages will be updated during this period. Six months can be considered as long
period, and in package ecosystems, it might give an insight into a stable situation.

Thirdly, during the maintaining period, there is an opportunity to gather statistics
about reliability issues between different software versions. With container use, the
change in build time and runtime dependencies are easy to notice. Dependency issues
are generally recognised, but no studies explicitly relate into DFIR tool dependencies.
In CinCan package ecosystems, few minimal testing procedures exist with real-life test
data for tool testing. Tests will be extended to apply every tool to catch “low hanging
fruits” related to software reliability, e.g. tool build is failing, or there are missing
runtime dependencies during the observation period.

Fourthly, the maintenance is halted for an additional six months. Then the current
package version will be rebuilt to identify only dependency-related issues affecting the
tool functionality. As a result, dependency-related issues have been gathered over the
period of one year in total.
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These methods will lead to the following research questions:

Question 1: What kind of system can collect this kind of software version information
in a container context?

Question 2: What kind of system can present this version data for both the maintainer
and the investigator?

Question 3: Are there dependency problems on build time or installation time between
different versions in DFIR tools?

Question 4: Are there dependency problems on runtime between different software
versions in DFIR tools?

From these questions, also some optional additional information can be acquired,
such as the types of the problems and whether are they solvable by the maintainer.
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2. SOFTWARE QUALITY IN DIGITAL FORENSICS AND
INCIDENT RESPONSE

Digital Forensics (DF) and Incident Response (IR) are disciplines which are fully reliant
upon different software tools [1, 9, 10, 21]. By using these tools, these disciplines
are applied as a practice of collecting, analysing and reporting the digital data [22].
This digital data can often act as evidence from some specific event or even from
criminal activity in legal proceedings, making completeness, accuracy, repeatability,
and reliability important.

However, the quality of the DFIR tools is a widely concerned matter, as the
low quality raises concerns for the completeness, accuracy, repeatability, and
reproducibility of the obtained evidence. If the process for obtaining the evidence is not
clear or accurate, presenting erroneous data to a practitioner for evaluation could lead to
any subsequent investigation being compromised, which might not be acknowledged by
the practitioner [9]. Also, if the acquisition process of the evidence is not reproducible
or repeatable with the same means, it might not be applicable in the court [6, 23, 24, 25].
Not only that the investigation report could be invalid, but unreliable results can also
increase costs and cybercrime [10].

The varying quality of evidence has led to using the term “forensically sound”
evidence to describe truthful evidence, highlighting the problems in this area [26].
Especially in FOSS-based development, the quality of the tool can vary a lot, potentially
leading to the previously mentioned issues. This chapter discusses the software quality
status of the DFIR tools. The impact of the increased popularity of the FOSS tool
development is considered.

2.1. Defining Software Quality in Digital Forensics and Incident Response

It is well known that even software can wear out while it physically has nothing to
deteriorate, and DFIR is not an exception [27]. For different reasons, the software
might not work as it used to or is expected to, questioning the quality of the software.
Based on the empirical research, average software quality is low when studied based
on the presence of software detects [28]. The practical significance in real life in DFIR
is well described by the former Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) [29 p.50]
of the UK:

All software has ‘bugs’ (minor programming anomalies) which can cause
the erroneous reports of what appears to be fact, a date and time for
instance.

When incorrect facts can cause erroneous judgements in the legal context or otherwise
lead to false conclusions, the quality requirements are in a specific light. The latest
industry-standard ISO/IEC 25010:2011 about software quality divides quality into eight
characteristics in general: functional suitability, reliability, performance efficiency,
usability, security, compatibility, maintainability and portability [30]. To identify
essential quality characteristics in DFIR, we must also identify core requirements in
this context.
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2.1.1. Requirements for the Digital Investigation Processes

Over the years, many attempts have been made to produce standardised models for
workflows and processes in DFIR [31]. Going through comprehensive comparison and
analysis is not required to understand fundamental software requirements, which is left
out of this thesis. However, some commonly agreed requirements have been observed
here.

Digital Forensic Research Workshop (DFRWS) can be thought to be a trendsetter
for DFS, and the requirements which are set there, underline the confidence and trust
in the results [4]. Examined digital evidence should maintain the integrity of the
data, for example, by using hash functions [32, 33]. Validation and verification for
forensics methods are essential [34]. When collecting digital evidence, the process
should not alter underlying data, affect it unintentionally or negatively influence the
possibility of performing a digital investigation [33]. Method validation and verification
is directly related to software tools, and according to benchmarking of [35, 34],
authenticity (or correctness) and completeness are the critical concerns in digital
evidence preservation, and functional suitability is the most important characteristic
related to that. Repeatability and reproducibility of the investigation must be assured
[33].

Proper documentation is one requirement for the reproducibility of the investigation
analysis [3, 33]; therefore, supporting documentation with software can also be
thought to be a quality characteristic in the DFIR context. In legal proceedings, the
documentation requirement is based on the analysis’ role as evidence and on the idea
of a chain of custody, which the US National Institute of Justice defines as “a process
used to maintain and document the chronological history of the evidence” [36]. Chain-
of-custody works as a measure to achieve the quality, authenticity and validity of the
collected evidence [37]. Without proper documentation, tampering with the digital
evidence or missing and inaccurate pieces might get unnoticed, and the correctness of
the investigation is questionable.

Also, the role of software maintainability should not be underestimated. Software
evolves during its lifetime, and the low degree of modifiability can introduce defects or
differences for the functionality, resulting on non-reproducible results or unreliability,
making software unstable in the long term.

Formal industry practices have been presented as four different ISO/EIC standards.
ISO/IEC 27037 [38] handles guidelines about identifying, collecting, acquiring and
preserving potential digital evidence. ISO/IEC 27041 [39] attempts to ensure that
methods and processes used in investigating information security incidents are suitable
for needs. ISO/IEC 27042 [40] specifies guidance for the analysis and interpretation of
digital evidence in a way which notifies issues of continuity, validity, reproducibility,
and repeatability. ISO/IEC 27043 about “incident investigation principles and
processes” [33], which attempts to harmonise the digital investigation process model.

2.2. Software Quality Level on Digital Forensics and Incident Response

Sufficient software quality is yet to be reached based on the previous requirements and
the existing literature handled in this section. DFS as a discipline is not thought to
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be mature yet, as rapid development and the constant evolution of digital technology
make it hard to keep up [41]. There is a need to improve the accuracy and reliability of
the tools [27, 9, 10, 11] , especially if their use is automated [42]. Also, usability is a
critical concern [12].

Traditional tools might not be able to match the requirements of modern society.
The evidence’s completeness is critical, but the storage spaces keep increasing, and
even mobile phones can contain terabytes of data. If completeness is not achieved,
evidence can cause bias and support only the other party. Invalid methods for ensuring
the integrity of the digital evidence, such as outdated hash functions, have also been
used [21]. Also, the increasing variety of data sources and availability of different
hardware devices makes the area very complex. In 2020, UK national police listed
volume and complexity as core challenges [43].

Many DFIR tools have been developed opportunistically, for example, for research
or just hobby projects [21, 31]. They might have been developed for a specific use case
and later published for others to reproduce the results. After the publication, they might
have been abandoned and not maintained anymore [21]. Naturally, these tools do not
have a commercial entity, which is usually bound to make tools operational for their
users and maintainers are compensated for their time. Overall, this might reduce the
level of quality.

However, the high-quality level of the software does not mean that the whole
process is reliable; human factors such as bias (contextual information) can also affect
the investigation. Human factors also affect the observation, the interpretation of
observation and when forming a conclusion. The study from 2021 repeated analysis
for the same evidence file with the same contextual information with 53 different
examiners, and results were affected by bias, and overall they had a low level of
reliability when compared [44]. The involvement of the human factor can make the
estimation of the overall quality of the tool difficult.

Human factors can also affect the quality of the documentation process, and the
software could support it better. A recent study (2022) about the digital investigations
of Norway police underlines that “little is known about how investigative reports
preserve chain of custody information in order to audit the digital forensic examination
performed in each case” [11]. The study failed to trace investigation actions linking
digital evidence to the original source, making the evidence not reproducible and
reliable. Sometimes used methods and tools were referred to only as “special
equipment”, making it impossible to review results. Only 17 of the 75 device
acquisition reports and 12 of the 104 examination reports in the scope of the study
described the software tool version, which can be essential for reproducing the analysis.
Proper tool description was also an issue, making it hard to evaluate whether the tool
is suitable for its applied use case.

2.2.1. Challenges on Testing DFIR Tools

Exhaustive testing of the DFIR tools is difficult and might be the hardest challenge in
the field [9]. There is a lack of test datasets, and producing real-world test samples is
an effort-intensive job [35, 45, 46].
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A study from 2017 indicated that only 4% of the researchers shared their dataset
while, on the other hand, almost 50% used existing datasets [46]. Open-source testing
is not workable without standard data sets, which can be mapped into expected, accurate
results [41].

There is still still a lack of formal methods, and a clear need for a standardised
approach has been identified [45, 9]. Different testing standards have been adapted to
improve software quality, such as ISO/EIC 17025 [47] and NIST Computer Forensics
Tool Testing (CFTT) program [48], but achieving common ground is still a work in
progress. It is hard to make a standard with a considerable adaption because opinions
can vary, and then there might be competitive standards instead of modifying or
discussing existing ones. NIST has been operating since 2000 with the support of the
US government, but they have tested around 100 tools, and algorithms [49], whilst the
amount of different tools is much more1.

In the UK, all digital forensic service providers must follow ISO/EIC 17025 standard
[50], but compliance is still less than 20% in July 2020 [43]. The pace at which digital
forensics is evolving is making it hard to achieve quality accreditation. The standard
has also been criticised elsewhere for the error rate requirement because, in the field of
DF, types of devices and real-life data can change a lot, and testing cannot prove correct
functioning in all instances [43, 51]. Error rate requirement is thought to be originating
from the Dauberts decisions, but since then, times have changed [52]. Describing the
tool’s error rate can be important to measure the quality of the tool, but a general error
rate might not be that useful. Implementation and algorithm level errors should be
distinguished, but also, the invalid, not-correct usage of the tool should be distinguished
from actual errors [52].

Overall, there have been considerations for both federated and centralised approaches
for tool testing, but it is unclear which approach is better [9].

2.3. Free and Open-Source Software in Digital Forensics and Incident Response

Sometimes, the immediate solution might not be available when there are possible
malfunctions or limitations in DFIR tools. In commercial or freeware-like closed-
source products, fixing the malfunction is the burden of the author or commercial entity
selling the tool. There might be no way to fix it by end-users themself, and a delay in
waiting for a patch might be critical. Also, the consumer of the products is limited by
the features the commercial entity is providing. The commercial entity can be open to
suggestions, but only a few selected ones might end in the final product.

Availability to modify and view the tool functionality can greatly benefit the
investigators regarding software quality in the DFIR context. The tool’s results can
be verified by looking into the internals of the software, and critical errors in software
can be fixed if the practitioner possesses the requisite knowledge to do so. Openness
can also provide a way to make the tool function cross-platform, which is important
when considering the constant evolution of the technology.

1See Section 3.1 for more information.
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2.3.1. Free and Open-Source Software

By definition, FOSS and OSS offer these possibilities. GNU (for Gnu’s Not Unix)
Project and Free Software Foundation are commonly thought of as the beginning of free
and open-source software; FSF maintains the Free Software Definition, which defines
essential freedoms2. Software is considered free if it gives users sufficiently all of these
freedoms. If it does not, it is nonfree. [53, 54, 55]

Open Source Initiative has produced and maintained the definition of Open-source
Software [56]. OSS is defined as software with publicly available source code, and the
user has some permissions. It is closely related to free software, but fundamentally they
note practical and permissive perspectives and philosophies differently.

Freedom and the openness of the software are observable and applicable to the end-
users by the provided official permission. These permissions, so-called licenses, are
commonly divided into two categories: free & open and nonfree. If the software
license provides enough rights, we can use the term Free and Open-source Software
or Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) to describe software [57].

Providing enough rights means that the copyright owner has given the right to study,
run, copy, change, improve and distribute the software free of charge to anyone for any
purpose, fulfilling the criteria of both terms of free and open source [54, 58].

2.3.2. Popularity and the Concerns of Free and Open-Source Software

While the FOSS and OSS make access possible to the source code, for some entities,
the free nature of FOSS can be the most tempting property. According to Open Source
Security and Risk Analysis (OSSRA) report by Synopsys in 2022, 98% of the general
codebase includes FOSS [14]. Component-based analysis can be misleading, as only
a few licenses, such as GPLv33, enforce the publication of the produced software code
when used as a component. However, this number can still be a strong indicator of high
popularity.

Recent research from 2020 studied 799 articles from various digital forensics journals
and filtered out presented state-of-the-art tools to identify the tools’ availability,
maintenance status, applicability, useability and development challenges. Only 32
of the 62 identified tools were publicly available online and accessible and available
for analysis [21]. Of the 32 tools, 78.7% were available on the public code hosting
repository. Based on this analysis, about less than half of the tools in the academy have
been made public and open.

Publishing the software as open-source can be a very polarised experience;
maintainers can either be flooded by attention in requests and demands, or get nothing
back from the community [59]. This can cause variance in the software quality and can
lower expectations in general when using these tools. In the study, which studied those
799 articles, after the initial development, 16 of the 22 tools were left unmaintained
[21]. Even if these tools were open, investigators might not have the required time or
knowledge to fix the error or other problems [9]. However, many established open-
source projects in DFIR have become accepted as reliable sources in court [21].

2https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
3https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-3.0.en.html
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The open-source world can be a very decentralised environment. There are many
different sources for information security tools [16]. There have been many attempts
to make tools accessible and distribute them to the end-users, such as different Linux
distributions, like Kali Linux4, Black Arch5 or Parrot OS6. Open-source can also
introduce new challenges; a high dependency on other components and a prolonged
supply chain can cause issues discussed in the next chapter.

4https://www.kali.org/
5https://blackarch.org/
6https://www.parrotsec.org/

https://www.kali.org/
https://blackarch.org/
https://www.parrotsec.org/
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3. SOFTWARE SUPPLY CHAIN IN DIGITAL FORENSICS
AND INCIDENT RESPONSE

The term “supply chain” is familiar to most from the traditional logistics and production
industry. This image remains a descriptive model for a supply chain in the software
world. A modern application or tool can depend on even thousands of different
dependencies, making it extremely complex [60]. This is especially visible in FOSS
development, where the source code is accessible and, therefore, easily reusable
[61, 62, 56, 54]. A recent report about the State of the Software Supply Chain by
Sonatype indicates a 73% growth in 2021 of developer downloads of open-source
components compared to the previous year, with a total of 2.2 trillion downloads [15].
The general codebase is highly dependent on the FOSS components [14], and the
amount is still growing.

The supply chain does not consist only of the direct software dependencies; it could
include all the entities involved in the final product delivery process. In this thesis,
we are mainly, but not limited to, interested in the so-called supplier, who is either
maintaining or delivering the tool packages from the original source to the end-user
[63]. The focus is on the Linux ecosystem. This chapter discusses the distribution and
packaging methods of the OSS tools in the DFIR context. Typical supply chain issues
are being considered from the general software point of view, as there seem to be no
studies focusing on them in the DFIR context.

3.1. Software Distribution in Digital Forensics and Incident Response

In general, the distribution of the information security tools is very decentralised. A
distribution indicates the delivery of the final tool or collection of them for the end-user.
Usually, there is an upstream for the tool development, and by using the upstream, the
tool might be published and packaged by using different means. Upstream is used in
this thesis to refer to the original source for the tool, such as the source code repository
from which the package has been created.

Kaksonen et al. identified GitHub, GitLab and Sourceforge as general code-hosting
sites [16]. As information security-specific distributions and images, ArchStrike,
BlackArch, CAINE, Fedora Security Lab, Kali, Pentoo, Remnux, SIFT and Flare VM
were identified [16]. During this thesis, some additional locations were identified.
Parrot OS and BackBox7 seem to be popular distributions as well. There is multiply
minor code hosting sites, such as BitBucket8 and CodeBerg9, but for the rest, popularity
seems to be low, and they are not mentioned.

DFIR tools can be considered a subset of the information security tools, and in this
thesis, discussion can sometimes expand into the more general set. These tools are often
distributed together in larger collections; for example, Kali 10 and BlackArch11 has their
own category for forensics tools. However, the use case of the tool is likely not tied to the

7https://www.backbox.org/
8https://bitbucket.org
9https://codeberg.org/

10https://www.kali.org/tools/kali-meta/#kali-tools-forensics
11https://blackarch.org/forensic.html

https://www.backbox.org/
https://bitbucket.org
https://codeberg.org/
https://www.kali.org/tools/kali-meta/#kali-tools-forensics
https://blackarch.org/forensic.html
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category, and many non-forensic tools have a chance to be helpful as well, while their
initial purpose is not for forensics. Jean-Paul et al. categorised forensics domain tools
as follows: computer forensics, network forensics, cloud forensics, e-mail forensics,
malware forensics and memory forensics [64].

Table 1 represents the tool amount on some common platforms, which were available
for gathering from their websites or package repositories. The number of tools was
checked on Kali12, BlackArch13, Fedora Security Lab14, Pentoo 15, ArchStrike 16 and
ParrotOS.

Most of these distributions seem to be based on some parent community tied to some
standards and principles. For example, BlackArch and ArchStrike are both based on
Arch Linux. Kali and ParrotOS are based on Debian Linux, while Pentoo is based
on Gentoo. In every case, package management is based on the so-called package
manager.

Table 1. Amount of tools in June 2022 for some common distributions, sorted by the
total amount of tools

Distribution Forensics tools All tools
BlackArch 124 2812
ArchStrike Uncategorised 1036

Pentoo 39 871
Kali 99 637

ParrotOS Uncategorised 600+
Fedora Security Lab Uncategorised 211

3.1.1. Software Packaging and Management

A distribution usually follows a standardised approach for packaging tools. For
example, Arch Linux is using the PKGBUILD prototype [65, 66]. The upstream and its
dependencies of the package are defined, the build process is configured, and possible
conflicts are mentioned, with other metadata and options included. These packages are
then managed by using a package manager called pacman, which can build and install
binaries in bsdtar format from the official Arch Linux repositories [67].

Another example is Debian using deb and dsc format [68]. Deb is the final binary
format, and dsc describes the source package. Overall, the main concepts are quite the
same as in Arch Linux, but the main difference comes from the package manager. dpkg
is used to build and install package contents, but another tool named apt-get (or apt)
manages dependencies and remote repositories when in comparison, pacman handles
both. Dependency management is not easy, and it is handled in Section 3.4.

Overall, as these distributions are based on the Linux kernel, they are file-based
systems. What follows is, that in the end, these package managers are moving just

12https://www.kali.org/tools/
13https://blackarch.org/tools.html
14https://pagure.io/security-lab/blob/master/f/ansible-playbooks
15https://github.com/pentoo/pentoo-overlay
16https://github.com/ArchStrike/ArchStrike

https://www.kali.org/tools/
https://blackarch.org/tools.html
https://pagure.io/security-lab/blob/master/f/ansible-playbooks
https://github.com/pentoo/pentoo-overlay
https://github.com/ArchStrike/ArchStrike
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archives of files into specific locations, which could be identical between different
distributions. The main difference is the packaging format and how the location of these
files is described. Naturally, this means that these packages are not cross-platform, as
dependencies cannot be understood; they conflict or are wrong versions, for example.

As a result, there has been increased interest in shipping packages in a cross-platform
way with included dependencies. There are flatpak 17, AppImage 18 and snap 19 formats.
In the DFIR field, Docker containers have gained much popularity, and for example,
previously mentioned, REMnux is also using Docker images to distribute their tools
[69].

Sometimes, instead of the distribution specific package manager, programming
language specific can also be used, such as pip, cargo or RubyGems. Ongoing software
releases are still a common factor for every package type, which is handled in the
following section.

3.1.2. Software Releases and Versions

There are different kinds of release methods in Linux distributions. Usually, the
distinction is made between long-term stable release cycles and short-term rolling
release cycles. Rolling distributions attempt to keep as updated as possible, and there
is a clear difference in release cycle compared to stable, versioned systems [70]. In
the DFIR field, most distributions use a rolling cycle, such as Kali20 and Arch Linux21

based BlackArch and ArchStrike.
Software releases are often described with software versions, which are essential for

telling about the software changes, and that a new update is available. Often, software
versions consist of major, minor and patch parts, e.g. v1.2.3. They tell about the impact
of change in the software. However, not everyone uses the same methodologies for
estimating the impact or marking it similarly. Inconsistency has brought challenges to
understanding the risks and benefits of the software update.

The open-source community has attempted the solve this problem with Semantic
Versioning (SemVer) [71]. It attempts to specify how version numbers can be
assigned and incremented to describe the internal changes of the software, especially
in Application Programming Interface (API). It attempts to tell with numbers whether
the functional compatibility has changed or remained the same. In summary, marking
the change is described as follows [71]:

Consider a version format of X.Y.Z (Major.Minor.Patch). Bug fixes not
affecting the API increment the patch version, backwards compatible
API additions/changes increment the minor version, and backwards
incompatible API changes increment the major version.

Nevertheless, according to recent studies, a significant portion is not following the
SemVer schema, causing issues. According to a study from 2019, which included

17https://flatpak.org/
18https://appimage.org/
19https://snapcraft.io/
20https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/kali-branches/
21https://wiki.archlinux.org/title/Arch_Linux

https://flatpak.org/
https://appimage.org/
https://snapcraft.io/
https://www.kali.org/docs/general-use/kali-branches/
https://wiki.archlinux.org/title/Arch_Linux
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17 different package managers and 70 million dependencies, there is no evidence that
SemVer is adapted on a larger scale [72]. A study on the Maven repository concluded
that about one-third of all the releases introduced breaking changes, and the figure was
the same for both minor and major releases, telling that SemVer is not respected [73].

The high amount of dependencies can bring an avalanche-like effect if the meaning
of numbering cannot be trusted. If the dependency requirements are too tight (e.g.
v2.1.2), there can be situations when software cannot be updated if dependencies are
not updated as well. Alternatively, they can also be too loose (e.g. v2.x.x); the product
is locked to follow some specific APIs for the foreseeable future if avoiding conflicts
and changes is preferred.

Maintaining packages has become more challenging as the number of packages
increases, and there are constantly new releases. Different upstream release monitoring
systems have been implemented to keep up with the new software versions. These are
discussed in the following section.

3.2. Existing Release Monitoring Systems

In the academy, there was no single publication about studying this matter based on the
search applied in this thesis. It might be considered a simple engineering problem, as
multiple software projects attempted to solve this matter, but they are intended mainly
for the package maintainers.

Most of the tools were developed for Linux-based operating systems. Maintaining a
massive set of different software packages can take much work, and release monitoring
helps detect new versions of the software from different upstream sources. Initial
authors of the software might not maintain possible packages on every possible
distribution location. Therefore, updating packages for some specific use case or Linux
distribution is left for someone else - possibly for some external maintainer who needs it.
These maintainers can be responsible for maintaining hundreds of packages in specific
distributions alone. Major release monitoring projects are mentioned in the following
subsections.

3.2.1. Anitya

Anitya is a cross-distribution upstream release monitoring project developed on
GitHub[19] with a GPLv2 licence. Currently, it is monitoring 214551 (June, 2022)
different software projects. Instance with search interface is provided for the public
use22. Pierre-Yves Chibon originally developed Anitya in the Fedora project for Red
Hat Inc., especially for the Fedora Linux distribution. It publishes RabbitMQ messages
to different interfaces to notify about available new releases [74].

22https://release-monitoring.org/

https://release-monitoring.org/
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3.2.2. Debian Watch

Debian Watch is an upstream release monitoring project for Debian-based systems. It
is part of the Debian devscripts package and can be used to detect and download
new upstream source codes. The tool, named as uscan on the command line, looks
for debian/changelog files of the software, identifies the software name and current
version, and then compares to upstream. [75]

Kali Linux seems to also use uscan for monitoring the upstream releases of their
information security tools, with included modifications. They monitor a total of 169
different tools with this feature [76]. They have built a system called The Kali Janitor
based on Debian Janitor, to also automate the publishing part of the new package if the
new version is detected [77].

3.2.3. BlackArch

Arch Linux based BlackArch has its own release monitoring system, which seems to
be simple and limited. They have adopted a set of Python scripts according to their
GitHub repository to automatically update part of their tools [78]. It seems to be able
to update Git-hosted software, Python and Ruby packages. A large set of tools are
updated directly from the Arch Linux repository.

3.2.4. Non-Distro Specific and for More General Purpose

New version checker (nvchecker) seems to be the most comprehensive general release
monitoring system meant for maintainers; it supports different search patterns for web
pages, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) headers, commands, Android SDK, Rust
cargos and more [79]. Nvchecker is recommended to use on Arch Linux package
maintenance23.

Comprehensive Upstream Provider Polling Assistant (cuppa) is another project
aiming to make distro agnostic and extensible release monitoring projects to support as
many different upstreams as possible. It has attempted to solve the duplication work,
as many distributions have developed their own release monitoring systems. It is also
intended only for the package maintainers. [80]

As one example more, urlwatch named monitoring software is watching web pages
to detect changes. It can notify users with emails, in the command line and by using
other services. [81]

3.3. Software Supply Chain Security

In DFIR, the completeness, accuracy, reliability, integrity, repeatability, and
reproducibility of the digital evidence was observed to be necessary. In the legal

23https://wiki.archlinux.org/title/Arch_package_guidelines#Working_with_
upstream

https://wiki.archlinux.org/title/Arch_package_guidelines#Working_with_upstream
https://wiki.archlinux.org/title/Arch_package_guidelines#Working_with_upstream
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and criminal context, the motivation might be high to hinder the investigation or
use specific means to alter the evidence. This is better known as anti-forensics, and
recently this threat has been recognised, while the scale is still unknown [82, 83]. The
investigator can often face malicious content as a target for the analysis on purpose as
well, highlighting the importance of the analysis environment.

Sometimes, to reach these quality goals for the digital evidence, it might require the
investigator to use older versions of the tool and its dependencies, which can involve
security-related risks. These tools can also be downloaded from third-party distributors,
increasing the prone to supply chain attacks. Corresponding package maintainers
should also note the responsibility of being a distributor and handle risks accordingly.
The software supply chain provides an additional attack vector into the software, which
could be secure by other means. The threat has been increasing; in 2021, there was a
650% increase in software supply chain attacks when compared to the previous year
[15].

3.3.1. Increased Concern of the Supply-Chain Attacks

In 2014, there was a severe and well-known security bug named Heartbleed in the
cryptography library OpenSSL concerning the SSL/TLS encryption protocol, allowing
the exploiter to read the memory of the underlying system [84]. The bug was in
a popular library, and as part of the supply chain of multiple projects over different
entities, the impact of this vulnerability was significant. One research estimated that
24–55% of HTTPS-enabled servers in the Alexa Top 1 Million, including 44 of the
Alexa Top 100, were initially affected at that time [85].

Since then, vulnerabilities addressing the third-party dependencies have been
increasing naturally compared to the own codebase, as their use as components has
increased [14]. We have seen new serious bugs in dependencies, which have caused a
significant impact on a large crowd.

One example from 2020 is the SolarWinds breach, where the sophisticated adversary
used the supply chain to make a successful attack against the US government [86, 87,
88]. Adversaries had breached the servers of SolarWinds, and a malicious update
was deployed for Orion named Network Management System software. When users
upgraded their Orion software, selected users got this malicious update, and their
systems were compromised. Up to 18,000 clients were affected by 33,000 Orion
customers, and based on some estimates, the cost of the breach can be more than $100
billion in total [89]. However, some have downed this estimate only to be a fraction,
only $1 billion of that [90]. The truth probably lies somewhere in between.

As a more recent example, a remote code execution vulnerability was found from the
popular Apache Log4j library in December 2021, which has been called one of the most
severe vulnerabilities on the internet in recent years, or even in decades [91, 92, 93, 94].

The impact is high when the dependency is widespread, and the vulnerability is
severe.
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3.3.2. Common Methods and Mitigation

Dependencies can be as vulnerable to different vulnerabilities as any other software, but
some specific methods provide unique attack vectors in the supply chain. According
to [95], by far three most common supply-chain attack techniques in 2020 were
typosquatting, account compromise, and publish. Typosquatting is a method where
an adversary publishes malicious packages, possibly for different registries, which
are lexically similar to the target one. Then package user makes a typo when
defining dependencies or falsely assumes the presence of the package on a particular
registry [96] , and the malicious package dependency is then included in the codebase
[97, 98]. Publish is similar to typosquatting, but the correct name is used. On
account compromise, the account holding publishing permissions in specific registry
is compromised, which allows replacing the original package with a malicious package
or releasing a malicious version [95]. There are many other methods, but their role was
statistically minor.

Typosquatting and publishing are methods that rely on user-made errors, and as a
countermeasure, special attention should be used when defining software dependencies.
Registry maintainers can try to mitigate typosquatting by applying policies and
notifications on the client side, when a package with lexically similar clone is being
used, or use blacklists to warn about malicious packages. Also, they could add crowd-
sourced peer-review features for dependency declarations when publishing the package.
[95]

According to a study from Microsoft, 99.9% of account compromises can be
prevented by setting up Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) [99]. Several package
registries and code-hosting sites have started to adopt policies in some cases for
enforcing MFA for authors to mitigate risks, such as GitHub [100], npm [101, 102]
and RubyGems [103]. However, many other registries, such as PyPi, cargo, Docker
Hub, and GitLab, are not enforcing this when writing this thesis.

3.4. Dependency Hell and the Dilemma of the Software Update

It is well known that reusing functionality instead of building the whole software from
scratch saves in costs and improves overall quality, which are the main contributing
factors to using dependencies [104, 105]. However, the use of dependencies is not
always a problem-free solution. Software change and the impact of the change has been
studied already for decades to identify potential consequences of a change or estimation
of what needs to be done for making the change [106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111].

The change in dependencies can have major consequences on the downstream
software, which was briefly touched on in Section 3.1.2. The term “dependency
hell” has evolved to describe the frustration of practical problems with dependencies
and package managers [112, 113]. When the software packages have conflicting
dependency version requirements, there might be a scenario when only another one
of them could be used or installed. This has proved to be a difficult problem to test,
as there is a plethora of possible configurations [62]. Runtime dependencies are not
the only problem; the lack of build time dependencies is another instance where these
errors can appear [114].
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Recent studies show that there are indications of developers reducing the number
of dependencies or selecting only appropriate dependencies in a way to combat
dependency-related problems [113]. A study concluded by Kula et al. in 2015
shows the latency for trusting the latest release of the dependency but the level of
trust is increasing [115]. The risk of breaking the system with an update is also
noted in the upstream. The upstream might have pressure to hold for making large
changes. However, avoiding changes may result in stale software projects, which can
be considered an opportunity cost. Dependent developers could monitor and influence
the upstream to make a compromise together.

From the general perspective, the phrase “damned if you patch, damned if you
don’t”, describes increasing concerns about the limits of our current security practices
and overall issues [116]. Sometimes, when the code is old enough, it does not have
the repeatably vulnerable pieces in the latest versions. A patched version might
also introduce breaking changes; it puts the software security and dependency hell
in confrontation. More important must be chosen if the older versions do not have
security patches. Or, in the worst case, a patched version introduces a new, more severe
vulnerability.
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4. IMPLEMENTING VERSION MONITORING FOR
CONTAINERS

The scope of the research was limited to improving the tools, package ecosystem and
development practices in the CinCan project [18] by using several different methods.
The specific needs were identified in this project, and experimental work was created
to fulfil them in this context. CinCan (2018-2020) was EU funded project for codifying
malware and artefact analysis workflows by using shareable, repeatable and history-
preserving pipelines. The project has its container-based package tool ecosystem, also
used as part of the analysis pipelines. The work on this thesis continued after the
project’s official end. [117]

The maintenance of the tool package ecosystem system required a lot of effort,
like other similar ecosystems. Upon writing this thesis, there are 73 different tool
packages24, but some were left unmaintained later. As the number of packages
increased, it was more challenging to know which tool required a manual update
from the upstream and what the tool’s state was on both functional and version levels.
Similar difficulties also applied to the end-users; it was difficult to know what specific
version of the tool was used in investigations and how it compared to other available
versions, making documentation and awareness laborious. The end-user should also
know whether the third-party package is up-to-date and can optionally build the missing
latest version by themselves. Project members had also experienced similar tool-related
problems, as discussed in Chapter 2, and the reliability of the tools was a concern.

The primary work of this thesis focused on adding the support for release monitoring
over the packaging supply chain in the CinCan ecosystem and making an external tool
for performing the actual monitoring and version comparison, which was usable by both
maintainers and the end-users for their acquired containers. Upon doing this thesis, no
such tool was created yet in the container context, which also integrates the benefits
for the end-user. Ideally, the product of this work would combine the features of the
regular package managers and release monitoring systems in a decentralised way. That
includes most of the work of this thesis.

The package publishing pipelines were also modified to prevent releases of the non-
functional tool packages. As a result, the end-users are more aware of the version
situation, and the trivial reliability issues are filtered out. In this chapter, the existing
CinCan package ecosystem will be described, and the produced system’s design goals
and technical implementation will be discussed.

4.1. CinCan Package Ecosystem Description

At the beginning of this thesis’s work, there were 68 different DFIR tools in the CinCan
project. They had been selected on the basis of surveys conducted and suggestions
from the industry. Tools were packaged as self-contained units, better known as
Docker containers. The format and the use of containers are based on different so-
called Open Container Initiative (OCI) specifications [118]. This initiative project
was launched by Docker in 2015 under the Linux Foundation to standardise container

24See the list of tools in Appendix 1.
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formats, distribution and runtime after the widespread use of containers [118]. It is
currently a de-facto way to distribute and run container images [119].

4.1.1. Open Container Initiative Specifications

OCI is an open governance structure that currently maintains three different
specifications required for container use; image specification, runtime specification
and distribution specification [120, 121, 122]. Some parts of these specifications
were required to understand for implementing the monitoring system in this thesis and
maintaining the packages.

Containers were initially selected for several different reasons in CinCan for the
DFIR context. The design of the containers allows the shipping of software with all
its dependencies and runtime configuration as a lightweight isolation solution in a
repeatable way. They also make continuous analysis systems possible because they
are designed to be integrated into the cloud, working on multiple different processor
architectures. Repeatability is based on the instructions, which build the final product
matching the image and runtime specifications. The most known instructions format
for containers is Dockerfile [123], and CinCan tool packages are handled primarily
using Dockerfiles. On the higher level, the use of these kinds of instructions is often
called as Infrastructure as Code (IaC), which guarantees repeatability and convergence
[124]. Dockerfile contains instructions, for example, about setting base image and
environments variables, file operations, and RUN commands (e.g. comparable for using
regular Linux command line for installing the packages), as well methods to define how
the container operates once it has been started [123].

As a simplified abstraction, containers are minimal Linux distributions offering
similar benefits to virtualisation. However, instead of total virtualisation, they share the
same kernel if not used on a cross-platform operating system [125, 126]. Namespaces
and control groups from the Linux kernel are used to achieve isolation [125]. Significant
overhead is avoided by not mapping kernel functions from one system to another, and
performance is better than on a total virtualisation system.

Containers can be thought to solve general dependency-related problems described in
Chapter 3; consequently, containers also allow sharing of reproducible environments.
This reproducibility is achieved with cryptographic hashes; the container file system
is based on multiple layers, and their SHA256 checksums are chained to verify the
integrity of the total image [127]. When a specific hash version of the container
has been shared as an image, an identical version can be verified from its shipping
manifest [127]. This shipping manifest also contains the runtime configuration and
environment parameters of this specific container image; therefore, by calculating the
hash, or so-called digest, of this manifest, we can verify both the file system and runtime
configuration at once. The repeatability requirement for CinCan can be thought to
come from the requirement of the reproducibility of digital evidence. Also, containers
allowed some level of isolation in case potentially harmful software or data was handled.
In conclusion, the following features were met:

• Integration is supported in cloud-native environments to fit into the current world
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• Does not alter or compromise underlying system integrity, which might be critical
in the DFIR analysis context

• Dependency problems are mitigated with containers; only a container runner is
required for using the tool package, and dependencies come with the package

• Cross-architecture and platform distribution are possible with the so-called “fat
manifest”, allowing building for different architectures such as Advanced RISC
Machines (ARM)

• Containers are unchangeable by nature, allowing reproducible environments

• Isolation provides more control over analysis

4.1.2. Tool Package Distribution

During the implementation of this thesis, the total amount of tools increased from
68 to 73. Tools were also categorised by their status: stable, in-development or
unmaintained. This status is based on the package use popularity, project activity,
and internal discussion. Overall, 19 of the tools were decided to leave unmaintained.
Unmaintained tools are still usable, but they are not updated anymore. Currently, three
are in the development stage, and the rest, 52 of the tools, have been categorised as
stable. The thesis is focused on these stable tools. One tool, scrape-website was
moved to the stable state in the later phase and is left out of the study. The list of the
tools can be seen in Appendix 1.

Currently, a stable tool includes sufficient README file, minimal tests, upstream
monitoring (implemented as part of this thesis), and optimised Dockerfile with minimal
CinCan defined specification (implemented as part of this thesis) [128]. Some tests
were also implemented as part of this thesis, but it was not the main focus, as other
developers from the CinCan project have also participated in adding tests for the tools.

CinCan tools were built using Dockerfiles, and their development and maintenance
are practised publicly on the Git-based code-hosting platform GitLab [129].
Dockerfiles alone do not allow the shipping of the reproducible and dependency-
contained images; they must be built first. Different container registries have been
used to store these build images in the container ecosystem. Initially, only Docker Hub
[130, 131] was used in the CinCan project, but during this thesis, image publishing was
also extended into Quay [132], and GitHub Container Registry [133]. The reasoning
for this is handled in more detail in Section 6.1.1.

OCI container images use tags [122] and annotations [134] to describe image
properties. A tag is used to describe the manifest of the container image in the container
registry, whereas the annotations are used to add metadata for images on the system.
These tags were mainly used in registries in CinCan to describe the software version
and quality level. Based on the tag, the user can select the suitable version for pulling
the image or by selecting the tag latest to get the latest stable version of the tool. Tools
with development or unmaintained status have only a tag named dev.
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4.1.3. Tool Package Publishing Process

Tool publishing is automated into container registries by using the CI/CD system of
GitLab. The publishing is initially identified and applied by CI/CD, based on the
changed Dockerfile on GitLab. Once the change was detected, an attempt was made to
rebuild the image based on the defined upstream sources, and if this was successful, it
was published into the container registry. Change on the main Git branch would trigger
the build system for publishing a new release. As part of the release process, also tests
were executed before the publishing section to catch early runtime errors. Caching was
extensively used to prevent multiple builds and tests of the same tools. The overall
CinCan package ecosystem and publishing can be seen from the flowchart in Figure 1.

4.1.4. Tool Package Testing

Design and implementation of the testing process were not the focus of this thesis, but it
is essential to discuss them at some level. Initial research questions include observation
of the dependency-related issues, and dependency issues related to the runtime phase
are mostly noticed with tests on that phase. The following minimal, quite a board
requirements, were decided in the CinCan project:

• Default entrypoint of the container image should be tested.

• Default help command of the tool should be tested

• Based on the tool description, the basic use case for the tool should be identified,
and that should be tested with real-life sample data, if possible

• If the container image included a tool, which was a collection of sub tools, each
of the sub tools should be tested

It was necessary to extend tests with these requirements to include every tool with
the stable definition for this thesis. Missing tests were added as part of this thesis.
However, not every tool could be tested with real-sample data because, in some cases,
the sample file would have been too large for a Git-based system. All of the sample
testing files were made publicly available. As CinCan is publishing tools which are
developed by multiple different entities for different purposes, it is very challenging to
make comprehensive tests for every tool. In this scenario, they are very constrained.
NIST is a well-known example of comprehensive testing, and so far, they have tested
only around 100 tools [49].

4.2. Design Goals for Improving the DFIR Tool Quality Characteristics and
Maintenance

The central theme in this thesis was to make release monitoring and version comparison
possible in a container context while allowing the end-users to use a specific version
of a tool. Software versions must be correct; they should match the existing software
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Figure 1. Simplified description about package ecosystem and publishing in CinCan
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in the container and also tell about the state of the original upstream. With release
monitoring, the maintainer can keep up with ensuring that the latest software version is
patched on every container image. Also, the end-user in DFIR, such as an investigator,
might not be interested only in the latest version; some older investigations might need
verification, and there might be a need to use the older version of the tool.

Another goal was to study the factors affecting tool quality between different software
versions. The testable software should not include more dependencies, as is expected
to make the study of dependency problems possible. Dependencies between different
software versions should remain unchanged, if not explicitly changed on purpose. As a
simultaneous commodity, the final published package size of the tool will possibly be
reduced, and the attack surface is reduced from the point of software security.

Based on this, we will get the following new goals for the package ecosystem:

1. Container image should include tool version to support release monitoring

2. Comparable version information should be acquired from the true sources
(remote registries and original upstream sources)

3. Monitoring should support the listing of all available versions

4. Release monitoring software should be usable with both maintainers and end-
users for documentation needs

5. The new version build is initially attempted in exactly the same environment as
the previous version to detect dependency changes

6. Test that the tool works at least on a minimal functional level after a successful
build

7. Only after the verified minimal functionality publish into the registry

4.3. Container Specific Requirements for the Monitoring System

Upstream release monitoring has been used in several Linux distributions and other
projects, as seen in Section 3.2. However, they are intended only for maintainers. Basic
package managers are meant for the end-users and usually compare the local version
to the package registry version, but not into the direct upstream. Depending on the
distribution, they might include only the currently built tool version, and there is no
way to either install or acquire information about other possible versions.

In a typical workflow, the monitoring system iterates over all package configuration
files, then makes requests to the upstream sources, applies version comparison and then
takes further actions, such as opening an issue into a bug tracker or attempts to build
the new software version. This was concluded based on studying the source code of
Anitya [19], Debian Watch [75], and nvchecker [79].

A similar approach is not completely possible in this case, as it relies on the
possession of the source repository and configuration files, and the information is not
acquired from the built package. In DFIR, there is an additional legal requirement
about correctness, and also, the older versions of the package might be required for
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use. The end-user might also be interested in the overall state of the software. Different
APIs might have rate limits for their services when querying versions, and this could
introduce challenges for the end-user, which is handled in Section 6.1.1. As a result, it
might be ideal not to give too much weight to a single platform.

Containers are also different from standard packages. Instead of distributing only the
software release package, they distribute dependencies, too, with the possible operating
system included. Differences change the nature of how the version of the specific
software should be acquired.

Because of the additional end-user requirements, instead of purely relying on
configuration files in a centralised location, it might be ideal to get the version from
the released container image and query upstream information based on the information
within the image.

From a technical perspective, this introduced the following implementation goals.
At first, the container image should be modified, so that version information is always
available and matches the installed software with minimal dependencies. Secondly,
required upstreams should be identified in the CinCan context, and related metadata
should be embedded into the containers. Moreover, the monitoring software should be
implemented to support the required OCI specifications.

4.3.1. Dockerfile Specification and Metadata

Every tool in the CinCan project has some sort of upstream, which was used to build
the container image. There were few in-house tools25, but the rest were dependent on
some other party. Initially, some of the tools were not built directly from the source,
making the supply chain even longer, but most of them were changed to use the original
source.

When using upstream to build an image, the version number should be specified.
The environment variable was selected to support version visibility in every stage.
In Dockerfile, this means the use of ENV command. The environmental variable is
available from OCI manifest reference configuration file [135], from runtime state
[136], and also from the locally stored image by using varying methods, such as Docker
Engine API [137].

To avoid errors, the version number should be defined in a single place. To support
rebuilding without modifying Dockerfile with different versions, the version number
should be defined in ARG variable, and then copied as needed. The used environment
variable is TOOL_VERSION.

To minimise dependencies, multi-stage builds were used when possible [138]. This
means, that initially software is built on a different environment with build time
dependencies, and then the final binary is copied into a clean environment, with only
the runtime dependencies being installed. Ideally, so-called distroless [139] container
base images should be used, which do not have the existing operating system but instead
only some core libraries.

The use of hash functions should be enforced to ensure that integrity of the final
package is confirmed and the risk of supply chain attacks is reduced. When a new

25access-log-visualisation, scrape-website, output-standardiser, ioc_strings and ioc_parser
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software update available, it should be downloaded as a single archived package in
the build process, if possible. The maintainer should calculate and mark packages’
SHA256 checksum into the Dockerfile. During downloading and installation process,
the checksum is compared to the marked one, and the build is successful only in valid
cases.

As a final requirement, the metadata about upstream should go along with the
container image. The metadata format is specified in Section 4.4.1. Ideally, this
information should be accessible alone. Container images can be large, varying from a
few megabytes to multiple gigabytes. Acquiring this data alone is possible if embedding
the metadata as the final operation to the image. Therefore, only the metadata is
downloaded by downloading the final file system layer.

The use of OCI annotations and labels was considered instead of own its metadata
files, but they were finally thought to be too limited. See Appendix 2 for a sample
Dockerfile with a multi-stage build and distroless runtime image.

4.4. Defining Upstream, Remote, and Local Sources

Identifying, mapping and representing the correct tool version of all local images,
remote registry images, and upstream sources was a crucial goal. This section describes
different version information sources which were identified for the CinCan tools.

4.4.1. Upstream Sources

There were 51 stable tools in the CinCan project, and their upstream locations were
studied. As seen from Table 2, there are six different upstream location types, and
GitHub is the dominating one. Didier Stevens is a well-known author for many tools,
which are being hosted as stand-alone tools in the single GitHub repository called
DidierStevensSuite DidierStevensSuite26. The tools on the suite required a specific
kind of implementation for monitoring releases. Every tool has only a single source
file, and it was possible to parse version information directly from these files. Other
locations should be self-explanatory. Some of the GitLab instances were self-hosted,
which required implementation for URL specification. Upstream sources are also
marked separately for every tool in Appendix Table 7. Tool named access-log-
visualization is developed in the same folder in the CinCan tools repository as its
Dockerfile is located, therefore, it does not have upstream.

Overall, HTTP API use of GitHub27, GitLab28, PyPi29 and Debian30 was required to
get the version information. For Alpine Linux packages, there were no direct API, but
package configurations were hosted on deterministic Git-based site31, and identical web

26https://github.com/DidierStevens/DidierStevensSuite
27https://docs.github.com/en/rest
28https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/api/api_resources.html
29https://warehouse.pypa.io/api-reference/json.html
30https://sources.debian.org/doc/api/
31https://git.alpinelinux.org/

https://github.com/DidierStevens/DidierStevensSuite
https://docs.github.com/en/rest
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/api/api_resources.html
https://warehouse.pypa.io/api-reference/json.html
https://sources.debian.org/doc/api/
https://git.alpinelinux.org/
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Table 2. Distribution of the upstream sources in CinCan

Upstream Name Amount
GitHub 39
DidierStevens@GitHub 3
GitLab 5
PyPi 5
Alpine 1
Debian 5

scraping method was possible to use for different packages. There was also BitBucket32

requirement for the package apktool, but the package moved into GitHub at some
point. This part of the implementation follows similar ideas than the existing release
monitoring systems, and is handled in Section 4.5.

Metadata is required for marking the correct upstreams of the packaged tool image.
For metadata configurations, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)33 file format was
selected. JSON format was selected because of its processing speed and parsing safety.
Single data format should support all possible upstream types. As a result, a list of
different upstreams with the format seen in Listing 1, was implemented. Provider
defines the upstream type. For Git-based upstreams, release method was divided into
release, tag-release and commit. Not every tool was getting releases, or the release
was simply made by tagging specific commit, which required different specification
depending on the tool. Commits were used to track new versions for tools getting no
releases at all. Suite was needed for Debian and Alpine Linux to specify distribution
version, such as Debian Buster or Alpine 3.11. The key origin describes whether that
is the highest level source: the original upstream where tool had been developed. Key
docker_origin describes, whether this upstream was used to install the tool into the
container image.

1 {
2 "upstreams": [
3 {
4 "uri": "https://github.com/radareorg/radare2/",
5 "repository": "radareorg",
6 "tool": "radare2",
7 "provider": "GitHub",
8 "method": "release",
9 "suite": "",

10 "origin": true ,
11 "docker_origin": true
12 }
13 ]
14 }

Listing 1. A reference JSON file for the metadata

32https://bitbucket.org/iBotPeaches/apktool/src/master/
33https://www.json.org/json-en.html

https://bitbucket.org/iBotPeaches/apktool/src/master/
https://www.json.org/json-en.html
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For every stable tool, this metadata file was created. Some tools had multiple
upstreams, such as both GitHub and PyPi upstream, which appeared as a list in the
metadata file. This file was embedded into the containers in the build process. The
monitoring system downloaded it from the tool image in the default remote registry
when the upstream query was made, to look for a new release from the correct upstream.
Files’ content was cached until the latest tool image in the remote registry changed.

4.4.2. Remote Sources

In this thesis, remote sources are referred into the remote container registries, where
these container images are stored. Docker Hub, Quay and GitHub Container Registry
are implementing the OCI distribution specification [122], and support for that was
added from that part as it was useful. By default, the CinCan namespace is targeted in
these registries, but that can be configured for something else .

For some use cases, OCI specification was insufficient, and partial implementation
of the Quay API34 and Docker Hub API35 was required for listing all the tools and tags
of the tools under the CinCan organisation, and for detecting possible changes on tools,
without downloading every one of them separately. However, Quay is used by default
now, and the support for Docker Hub is left from the initial prototype. GitHub Container
Registry is not fully supported, as it was meant to a backup for storing containers.

Registries are used for downloading the tag, manifest, configuration file and metadata
of every tool, for getting information about version availability, and to finally compare
that into local and upstream information.

4.4.3. Local Sources

Local sources include all locally detectable container images. Local is referring to
container runner and management service, such as Docker Daemon36 or Podman37,
which are controlled by the end-user, for example, from the command line with Docker
CLI38, or by using CinCan specific tool cincan-command [20]. Usually, this container
runner is a separate service which exposes RESTful API [140] and can be used by
clients to run and control containers. Because of the nature of RESTful API, this
daemon is not required to be on the same computer as the end-user is using; the
definition of the runner location specifies the actual location of the local images.

For now, this image detection is relying upon the use of Docker Engine API [137].
However, other back-ends, such as Podman39 are also supported, as they are compatible
with the Docker API. Local sources are referred to as a local registry from now on.

34https://docs.quay.io/api/swagger/
35https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub/api/latest/
36https://docs.docker.com/get-started/overview/
37https://docs.podman.io/en/latest/
38https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/cli/
39https://podman.io/blogs/2020/07/01/rest-versioning.html

https://docs.quay.io/api/swagger/
https://docs.docker.com/docker-hub/api/latest/
https://docs.docker.com/get-started/overview/
https://docs.podman.io/en/latest/
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/cli/
https://podman.io/blogs/2020/07/01/rest-versioning.html
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Figure 2. An overview about version data sources for CinCan tools

4.5. Collecting and Combining the Version Data

A general overview of the version data sources can be seen in Figure 2, based on the
descriptions in the previous section. The system should implement support for querying
every source. Also, to be able to list, store, and compare the version information,
in-memory and on-disk database hierarchy structure should be defined. This section
briefly discusses the primary API endpoints and methods for collecting and mapping
the version data information.

4.5.1. Overview of the API Endpoint Use

The list of the primarily used HTTP API endpoints are shown in Table 3. Variables are
highlighted with curly brackets. In the table, namespace is indicating the combination
of the owner and the projects’ name for GitHub, GitLab, DockerHub and Quay. This
is common for source-code hosting sites. For example, for tool radare2, namespace
is then radareorg/radare240. The change of the base URL was required when using
self-hosted instances of GitLab. On PyPi, namespace is describing only the name of
the project, for example pyocr41. On Alpine, it is combination of the repository and the
tool name, for example community/wireshark42. Suite is describing the distribution
version. Namespace on Debian includes only the tool name, for example clamav43.

Both Quay and DockerHub supports OCI endpoints. When the container image has
been built, and uploaded into the specific remote registry, it includes the URL prefix
in its name such as docker.io or quay.io. This prefix defines the endpoint, and the
variable registry_root describes this correspondingly on the table. The endpoints
were used for downloading the manifest of the image and for downloading arbitrary

40https://github.com/radareorg/radare2
41https://pypi.org/pypi/pyocr/json
42https://git.alpinelinux.org/aports/tree/community/wireshark/APKBUILD?h=3.

11-stable
43https://sources.debian.org/api/src/clamav/

https://github.com/radareorg/radare2
https://pypi.org/pypi/pyocr/json
https://git.alpinelinux.org/aports/tree/community/wireshark/APKBUILD?h=3.11-stable
https://git.alpinelinux.org/aports/tree/community/wireshark/APKBUILD?h=3.11-stable
https://sources.debian.org/api/src/clamav/
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binary blob from the image. In this case, configuration file and metadata file was
downloaded as binary blob once the correct file system layer digest was identified from
the manifest. Both DockerHub and Quay had additional platform specific endpoints
which were not a part of OCI specification. Endpoints were used for listing all tags of
the single tool and for listing every tool under owner namespace, such as cincan, as
described in Section 4.4.2.

Variable daemon describes Docker Daemon location. Unix Sockets44 and
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) protocol is supported for querying the Docker
Engine HTTP API. TCP location should be either IP address or DNS name, while
Unix Socket is a file. Available image data is based on the defined daemon location,
which is by default local Unix Socket. The supported Docker Engine version should be
defined,visible as version variable on the table. The endpoint for listing images also
returns configuration information of the images, which can further parsed to acquire
possible CinCan tool version information.

Not all used endpoints are included on the table, such as the ones required for
authentication. Authentication on separate authorisation endpoint was required on
remote registries45 to open session and enable requests for 60 seconds. Use of
authentication also allowed to bypass or extend some API rate limits.

4.5.2. Data and Object Hierarchy

To make upstream release monitoring possible, this required the design of plug-in based
system, where for every upstream, there was an implementation called as checker in this
system. Every checker would follow different upstream APIs for making the queries to
get release information. For remote registries, a separate implementation was required
for both DockerHub and Quay to the extend they differ from on top of OCI support.
Local registry also required a separate implementation to query Docker Engine.

Design for a data and object structure was required to correctly map and itemise
all versions into the every tool, summarised in Figure 3. Tool registry indicates the
collection of the every registry. The system supports one remote registry type at once,
which can be defined on runtime. A local and remote registries are queried at the same
time. The existence of the local registry is not mandatory for using the tool, but a remote
one is needed. A registry can have multiple tools, and tool can have multiple versions.
Version can have either type local, remote or upstream. Only upstream type can have a
upstream checker.

The remote register is the determining factor, and based on its tools, the upstream
sources are identified. When the remote images have been queried, the upstream
metadata is cached locally into the database simultaneously. It was possible to gather
local and remote version information from a centralised location, but this is not a
case for upstream versions. Upstream checking is implemented by using future-like
objects with an abstraction. Hollow version information objects are created based
on the availability of the upstream sources from the metadata, and then mapped with
the correct checkers. Checkers finally fetch the release information to fill the hollow
objects. The tool-specific metadata provides enough information for checker to acquire

44https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/unix.7.html
45https://docs.docker.com/registry/spec/auth/token/

https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/unix.7.html
https://docs.docker.com/registry/spec/auth/token/
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Table 3. A list of primary API endpoints

Name Description Endpoint URL
GitHub
Release

Fetch the
latest release

api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/
releases/latest

GitHub
Commit

Fetch the
latest commit

api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/
commits/master

GitHub Tags Fetch all tags api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/
tags

GitHub
Contents

Fetch the
content of the
single file

api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/
contents/{file}

GitLab
Releases

Fetch all
releases

gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/
{namespace}/releases

GitLab
Commit

Fetch the
latest commit

gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/
{namespace}/repository/commits/
master

GitLab Tags Fetch all tags gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/
{namespace}/repository/tags

PyPi Release Fetch the
latest release

pypi.org/pypi/{namespace}/json

Alpine
Package
Configuration

Fetch
the latest
configuration

git.alpinelinux.org/aports/plain/
{namespace}/APKBUILD?h={suite}

Debian
Package
Information

Fetch the
latest package
details

sources.debian.org/api/src/
{namespace}

OCI Manifest Fetch
manifest
by tag

{registry_root}/v2/{namespace}/
manifests/{tag}

OCI Blob Fetch binary
by digest

{registry_root}/v2/{namespace}/
blobs/{digest}

DockerHub
tags

Fetch all tags
of the single
tool

docker.io/v2/repositories/
{namespace}/tags

DockerHub
tools

Fetch all tools
under CinCan

docker.io/v2/repositories/cincan/

Quay tags Fetch all tags
of the single
tool

quay.io/api/v1/repository/
{namespace}

Quay tools Fetch all tools
under CinCan

quay.io/api/v1/repository?namespace=
cincan

Docker
Daemon
Images

Fetch all
images

{daemon}/{version}/images/json

api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/releases/latest
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/releases/latest
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/commits/master
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/commits/master
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/tags
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/tags
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/contents/{file}
api.github.com/repos/{namespace}/contents/{file}
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/releases
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/releases
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/repository/commits/master
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/repository/commits/master
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/repository/commits/master
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/repository/tags
gitlab.com/api/v4/projects/{namespace}/repository/tags
pypi.org/pypi/{namespace}/json
git.alpinelinux.org/aports/plain/{namespace}/APKBUILD?h={suite}
git.alpinelinux.org/aports/plain/{namespace}/APKBUILD?h={suite}
sources.debian.org/api/src/{namespace}
sources.debian.org/api/src/{namespace}
{registry_root}/v2/{namespace}/manifests/{tag}
{registry_root}/v2/{namespace}/manifests/{tag}
{registry_root}/v2/{namespace}/blobs/{digest}
{registry_root}/v2/{namespace}/blobs/{digest}
docker.io/v2/repositories/{namespace}/tags
docker.io/v2/repositories/{namespace}/tags
docker.io/v2/repositories/cincan/
quay.io/api/v1/repository/{namespace}
quay.io/api/v1/repository/{namespace}
quay.io/api/v1/repository?namespace=cincan
quay.io/api/v1/repository?namespace=cincan
{daemon}/{version}/images/json
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Figure 3. A simplified hierarchical structure for object and data relations

version information from the correct location by using correct parameters. System only
need to have a correct checker implemented to work with any combination of local or
remote images. Also, the remote image must have the embedded metadata to enable
upstream checking.

Remote registry prefix URL defines the namespace of the local tool images. Based
on the prefix, system can map the correct local version into the correct remote registry
version, and make a comparison about versions, and filter out unwanted images.
Identical containers also share an identical digest. Because of the unchangeable nature
of containers, one tag name can refer only into single image digest, but single image
digest can refer into multiple different tag names. With the help of this information,
all local tool versions and their tags can be presented together and connected to
corresponding remote sources. Upstream release information does not require a specific
mapping because it is the origin and tells about the latest possible version. Only the
latest version is interesting for the end-user, but data is stored regardless for research
purposes.

Sorting of the versions of local and remote registries should also be implemented. It
is challenging, as the version format was observed to vary depending on the tool and
can include a lot of alphabets and other characters. Version information also includes
commit hashes, which cannot be compared in other way than marking them different.
General sorting implemented by subtracting all characters except numbers, dots “.” and
underscore “_” from the version data. Then resulting value, or group of values, have
been ordered by numerics, as versions usually are sorted. However, this solution is not
expected to lead to perfect results.

4.6. Final System Description and Cincan-Command Integration

The system was named as cincan-registry. Python programming language was used
to implement the system, because it also makes integration available into the cincan-
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command tool. Source code is publicly available46, and the published package can be
found from PyPi47.

Primary details of the implementation details have been discussed already. In
general, the system can gather all available tools and their versions from the described
sources and map them together individually into every tool. The tool description is
also available, based on the description in the remote registry. A simplified process
for showing all version information for the user can be seen in Figure 5, based on the
previously described details. The tool is using CLI for user interaction. There are
some example commands available and their produced outputs in Appendix 3. CinCan
namespace is default in the Quay container registry as a remote source. When querying
versions, all the version data is stored in the SQLite348 database. Data is valid as “up-
to-date” for one day by default before the new query is made. This reduces computation
time without significant sacrifices and makes the system faster. The user waiting time
was reduced by multiprocessing to make most of the requests simultaneously. When
listing outputs, colours have been used to highlight the differences between version
states. The tool is capable for presenting data with different filters and can also produce
JSON format for machine reading.

Correctness was verified by applying unit- and integration tests. A total of 53% code
coverage was acquired for 2135 executable lines of code49. The missing coverage was
mainly from the UI-related listing properties and upstream checkers, which could not be
tested reliably due to rate limits. Mocking is also not that useful due to the nature of the
upstreams. Tests target Python versions 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 to ensure compatibility
between different environments. Upstream data collection was validated separately,
which is handled in following Chapter 5 more thoroughly. As an optional feature for
the maintainer, the system can also update tool descriptions from GitLab into container
registries to make them acquirable and visible for the end-user without extra workload.

The tool was integrated into the cincan-command tool with some extra features.
Whenever the user is using cincan-command to run CinCan specific container image,
it will show the current version state of the tool. The feature can also turned off. Figure
4 shows an example output when the tool radare250 has been used for disassembling
a file with a single command. Sub-commands related to tool availability and version
listing are identical compared to cincan-registry.

Figure 4. The output for running cincan-command with integrated cincan-registry
to show version status. Radare2 is used as an example to disassemble a file.

46https://gitlab.com/CinCan/cincan-registry
47https://pypi.org/project/cincan-registry/
48https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
49https://gitlab.com/CinCan/cincan-registry/-/jobs/1415298447
50https://rada.re/n/

https://gitlab.com/CinCan/cincan-registry
https://pypi.org/project/cincan-registry/
https://www.sqlite.org/index.html
https://gitlab.com/CinCan/cincan-registry/-/jobs/1415298447
https://rada.re/n/
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CinCan Registry Local Registry Remote Registry Upstream User

Get a list of the local tools based on the namespace

Get a list of the remote tools and tags

Remote tools and their tags

Local tools, their tags and versions

Get manifest files

Manifest files

Identify correct filesystem layers

Get configuration files and metadata

Configuration files and metadata

Parse versions and cache metadata

Get upstream versions based on the remote tools and metadata

Upstream versions

Show the version data

Figure 5. A simplified process for getting all the versions and showing them for the
user

4.7. Pre-Requisites for the Observation Period

The other stages of this research involved verifying the upstream release data and
studying the dependency-related factors affecting the tool quality. For collecting the
release information, a specific environment was created. Raspberry Pi 4 device was
located in a safe place, and a cron 51 job was created to gather version information once
a day. The database also was synchronised into a Git-based repository as a backup
[141]. Problems related to the maintenance of the tools were documented. This is
handled in depth in the next chapter.

51https://github.com/cronie-crond/cronie

https://github.com/cronie-crond/cronie
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5. EVALUATION

Over six months, software update information was automatically collected with the
implemented system once every 24 hours. The collection of the defined 51 stable DFIR
tools from the CinCan project was used as the target for the data collection. A total of
108 different software version updates were discovered from the upstream sources, with
one tool excluded as an outlier. The system implementation was mostly successful, but
the manual verification of the data revealed that some versions were missed.

The collected data is publicly available in the same GitLab repository as the system
source code on a different branch in a SQLite3 format [141]. Over the mentioned
duration, tool packages were also manually updated when new updates were available
on the upstream based on the implemented system. The update process included
implemented automated operations in GitLab CI/CD pipeline, which performed basic
tests for validating the tool runtime functionality after the successful update and
package image rebuild. The pipeline also published new package images automatically
for Quay, Docker Hub and GitHub container registries for CinCan namespaces if tests
had passed [131, 132, 133]. The reason and software versions were documented if either
builds or tests did not pass. Additionally, after the collection period ended, there was
around six month waiting period. After that every package was rebuilt with the same
version to identify whether the tool dependencies have changed by leading the tool to
be non-functional. The documentation is primarily public information; the Git commit
messages were used when updating tools on the CinCan tools repository, and the logs
of the pipelines are publicly accessible [129, 142]. This chapter will go through the
collected data and documentation from that duration in more detail, and the results will
be analysed.

5.1. Software Update Cycle Analysis

The data collection lasted six months. During this time, some but not all tools had
new updates. From 51 different tools, 27 tools had an update. It is important to note
that an update was only counted if the tool got updated based on the defined upstream
endpoints. On a high level, updates were categorised as releases, tag releases and
commits. The meaning of these was explained in the previous chapter. For example, if
the tool had new commits during this duration, but tracking was only set for releases,
then updates are not recorded.

One tool had a significant amount of updates when compared to other tools. Tool
fernflower had a total of 124 updates alone when the total amount among all tools
was 232 updates. The commit-based tracking explains this, and the tool is part of
JetBrains’s IntelliJ IDEA Community Edition editor [143], which is a large project.
Only a minor portion of the development is targeting the fernflower plug-in. The
versioning schema for IntelliJ was complicated, and it was impossible to acquire the
latest update information without making a specific utility only for this tool; for that
reason, commit-based tracking was selected. Also, as the plug-in is part of the more
extensive source code, explicitly tracking it goes out of the limits of the implemented
system and is visible in the high amount of commits. Because the updated amount was
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significantly different from other tools, it was omitted from the complete analysis as an
outlier.

The overall update amounts can be seen in Figure 6. When fernflower is excluded,
there is a total of 108 updates. About half of the tools, or 24 to be precise, did not
receive a single update. Some of the tools are not maintained any more, but there are
cases where tool did not get an official new release during this period. Mvt tool has
clearly got the most releases, but it is also a new tool - it was published just a little
before the observation period started.

5.1.1. The Accuracy of the Release Information

As the amount of release information was not excessive, the correctness was possible to
verify manually. There was an observation that the information was not totally correct,
and the implemented system missed some versions. There seems to be a problem for
identifying the latest version from the collection of tag releases, especially from the
GitHub API, for example, in the case of ClamAV. When there are multiple different
continuous releases for different minor versions, such as 1.3.1 and 1.4.1, and when the
lower one follows higher one on the timeline, implemented system cannot always sort
these properly. ClamAV is not making GitHub-supported pre-releases, and it uses its
own syntax to add letters for releases. Getting the latest version by the time is not
suitable, as that release can be lower version than the latest one in reality. The system
sometimes thinks that the new release of the minor version is the latest, while it is not.
Additional extra leading or trailing characters made sorting difficult, as they could not
just be removed. It would have changed how the version number is seen.

Another example is the tool flawfinder, which also uses only tag releases. The
system missed the stable release of version 2.0.19 as it always lists version 2.0.19-alpha1
as the latest. The subtract method in sorting converts this release as 2.0.191, which is
higher than 2.0.19 incorrectly, as the system is not identifying pre-releases or alpha
versions.

In general, different formats made sorting difficult. Not every tool was following
semantic versioning, and some tools had quite imaginary version markings, which made
sorting show inaccurate results. However, these cases were limited. Overall, during the
maintenance period, different kind factors were identified that affected the tool package
functionality. These will be handled in the following section.

5.2. Build Time and Runtime Failures

Tools were maintained during the version collection period and issues were
documented. The most significant issues affecting the tool are considered failures.
Results describing the tool failures are divided into three categories; those which
happened during the version collection period, when rebuilding the identical version
again with the same source code, and for reports made by external collaborators. This
section will summarise the identified failures.
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5.2.1. Failures during the Six Month Version Collection Period

The update process was not always straightforward; for different reasons, the rebuilding
of the new package image failed with a newer source code version, or something
had changed based on the runtime tests after the building was successful. When the
rebuilding or runtime tests did not show success automatically, manual debugging was
always required to identify the underlying problem between different tool versions.

Not every single version of the tools was rebuilt. Some of the tools had inactive
release cycles or no releases, which required tracking of commits from their Git
repositories. Active projects can have multiple commits per hour, which can be
complicated to count as releases. If there is a failure on a specific commit, the marked
commit version on the following results might not be the first to introduce the failure;
instead, the failure was detected on that version. On average, new package images
for CinCan were built manually once per week for those which were tracked based on
commits.

Overall failures can be seen from Table 4. The table also includes the underlying
base operating systems of the tools because it defines the dependency packages and
their versions. Failures have been divided into two different types; for build and
runtime failures. Failure is defined based on the impact, either tool being functional
or non-functional, matching the functional suitability quality requirement. The impact
is considered to be only binary in this case, as the implemented system cannot provide
accurate information on its own, the tool’s functionality is our primary interest, and for
example, the security impact analysis would be manual and laborious, which goes out
of this thesis. The build is considered a failure if Docker builder fails to create a new
tool image. If basic parameters for basic tool functionality are not working for the tool
on runtime tests, or the tool output is different compared to the previous version, the
tool is considered non-functional. In DFIR context, the tool can be considered flawed
on some level, or at least further clarification is required if the tool output is different
as the analysis was not reproducible on different software versions.

Table 4. The list of tools with build time or runtime failures from the six month
observation period. Sorted alphabetically.
Tool Version Failure

phase
Description Base OS

fern-
flower

9f9ca666 Build Java version requirement changed from
8 to 11

Alpine

ghidra 10.0.1 Build Upstream source location and
versioning schema changed.

Ubuntu
18.04

jd-cmd 1.0.1 Build Tool has been renamed from jd-cmd
to jd-cli, which breaks dependent
systems.

Alpine
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jd-cli 1.2.1 Build Pre-build releases have been stopped,
and only the source code is provided.
Build requires new Maven and Java
JDK dependencies which are not
documented. There are no instructions
how to build from the source.

Alpine

mvt 1.2.9 Build Two new undocumented build
dependencies: gcc and libffi-dev.

Debian
10

oletools 0.56.1 Build Two new undocumented dependencies:
cargo and rust.

Alpine

oletools 0.60.0 Runtime Output format has changed for oleid
function.

Alpine

peframe ad02a176 Build New undocumented dependencies:
rust, cargo, setuptools_rust and wheel.

Alpine

peframe 70683b6d Runtime array.tostring method removed in
Python 3.9, causing the runtime to fail

Alpine

radare2 5.0.0 Build Developer organisation was split into
Radare and Rizin [144] and the critical
plugin dependency r2ghidra-dec
development was moved into there,
making it nonfunctional in CinCan
until the radare2 version of 5.3.1,
breaking the build system.

Alpine

radare2 5.3.1 Build New undocumented dependency:
patch on Alpine Linux.

Alpine

radare2 5.4.2 Runtime Significant change on output when
disassembling with automatic calling
convention detection into assembly and
C - source code.

Alpine

radare2 5.4.2 Runtime A software bug - src.color environment
variable removes output when it should
define the color setting. This was used
by default.

Alpine

reg-
ripper

512f5979 Runtime A software bug - invalid dependency
declaration on the source code is
failing whole software.

Debian
10

viper-
monkey

fb4290eb Build Python PyPy upstream dependency has
changed by defaulting to Python 3
instead of Python 2, breaking the build
system. Vipermonkey requires Python
2.7.

Debian
10

virus-
total

0.9.6 Runtime New dependency required: Python
package named as six.

Debian
10

yara 4.05 Build New dependency: flex on Debian
Linux.

Debian
10
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Overall, we can see that 17 failures were recorded from the tracking period of six
months. Twelve failures were related to the build time phase, and the remaining
five failures related to the tool runtime. The missing or changed dependencies are
dominating reason for the package image build failing between different versions. The
missing dependencies were often undocumented. These 17 failures include 11 different
tools; hence some have repeated problems. When combining the failures from the Table
4 with Figure 6, we will get Figure 7, which shows the portion of failures from total
amount of updates. The dataset is very limited, but some tools had a higher failure rate
per update. The development process of the tools was not equal in activity level, and
some tools were already a decade old, which might make some tools more mature than
others.

5.2.2. Failures When Rebuilding the Same Version after the Six Month Wait

As a result of rebuilding the identical versions, total of 11 build time failures were
identified from 51 tools. Similar definitions apply for failures as for the prior monitoring
period. Table 5 summarises the finding. On the latest Alpine Linux, Python 2
dependency is gradually removed, and this has caused multiple tools to fail. On
several cases, either package or commit has disappeared from the repository, making
the rebuilding impossible for that tool version. Overall, the failure is caused either by
the missing dependency, missing package or commit, dependency conflict, or by too old
dependency. It should be noted that not all of the tools had an update in the previous
monitoring period, and this has resulted and some of the tools had more than six months
since the previous build.

5.2.3. Failures Reported by External Contributors

During the period when tools were not maintained, external collaborators reported
dependency-related issues. Table 6 summarises the findings. The issues are related
to two tools: binwalk and pyocr. The same missing dependency libjpeg-dev has
been identified for both tools, and for pyocr, there is an additional missing dependency,
which was required by another dependency. The final failure is related to the invalid
configuration of the dependency, and the runtime was not working as expected.
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Table 5. The list of tools with build time or runtime failures after waiting six months
for rebuilding the same version. Sorted alphabetically.

Tool Version Failure
phase

Description Base OS

access-log-
visualization

1.0 Build Missing dependency libffi-dev,
required for jupyter

Debian 10

clamav 0.103.2+dfsg-
0+deb10u1

Build Version 0.103.2+dfsg-
0+deb10u1 has disappeared
from the repository, replaced
with the later one

Debian 10

flawfinder 2.0.17 Build Python 2 dependency removed
from the base image (Alpine
3.16 and upwards)

Alpine

manalyze 63973573 Build Commit does not exist in the
repository

Debian 10

pdfid 0.2.8 Build Python 2 dependency removed
from the base image (Alpine
3.16 and upwards)

Alpine

pdfxray-lite 751377fa Build Python 2 dependency removed
from the base image (Alpine
3.16 and upwards)

Alpine

pdfxray-lite 751377fa Build Python 2 library simplejson
removed from the base image
(Alpine 3.12 and upwards)

Alpine

radare2 5.4.2 Build r2ghidra plug-in has conflict
on dependencies related
to DISABLE_BUNDLED-
_RADARE environment
variable use

Alpine

pyocr 0.8.0 Build opencv-python dependency
requires higher pip version
than installed by default

Debian 10

tshark 3.4.8-r0 Build Version 3.4.8-r0 has
disappeared from the
repository, replaced with
the later one

Alpine

volatility a438e76 Build Python dependency pefile uses
Python 3 when only Python 2
is allowed with volatility.

Alpine
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Table 6. The list of tools with reported build time or runtime failures during the wait
period. Sorted alphabetically.

Tool Version Failure phase Description Base OS
binwalk fa0c0bd5 Runtime Pillow 3.0 dependency requires

additional dependency libjpeg-
dev.

Debian

pyocr 0.8.0 Runtime Pillow 3.0 dependency requires
additional dependency libjpeg-
dev.

Debian

pyocr 0.8.0 Build Requires new undocumented
dependency zlib1g-dev

Debian

pyocr 0.8.0 Runtime Misconfiguration in the
ImageMagic dependency
- PDF reading is disabled
by default while the tool is
intended for that.

Debian
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6. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this research was to improve FOSS quality, packaging workflow and
control in the DFIR field to better support digital investigations. The scope was
finally limited for improving the tools, package ecosystem, and development practices
in the CinCan project [18] by using several different methods. The specific needs
were identified in this project, and experimental work was created to fulfil them in
this context. Also, this project offered an opportunity to observe dependency-related
problems in the DFIR tool ecosystem.

The problems related to the DFIR tool version state were observed for both the
maintainer and the end-user. For the maintainer, it was difficult to keep track of the
current versions of the packages and their overall state: whether they need to be updated.
In this case, the environment was a special container-based package ecosystem in the
CinCan project.

The end-user was interested in acknowledging the specific version of the packages,
version availability, and how they compare to upstream. In DFIR, there is a high
need for reliability and reproducibility of the digital evidence; as this field is fully
reliant on using different kinds of tools, their functional state has a critical role. The
specific version of the tool and current analysis environment defines the reproducibility
elements of the investigations. For the investigation to be reproducible, it must be
documented as well. For documentation needs, the correct version and the tool
description must be acquired, as a recent study about Norwegian police highlighted
[11]. Also, especially in the IR context, it might be essential to know that the latest
version of the tool is being used to have the full possible capabilities.

As another matter, the study of dependency-related issues was the second interest
of this research. They were not explicitly studied in the DFIR tool context yet, based
on the review made in this thesis. The dependency issues can hinder or prevent the
installation of the tool. On runtime, they might lead the tool to be non-functional or
behave in different ways than excepted. This chapter discusses the implications of the
obtained results and the observations from the dependency-related issues. Also, future
work is considered.

6.1. The Monitoring System Implementation

The system cincan-registry was implemented, which allowed the maintainer to be
acknowledged about the upstream releases. The CinCan package ecosystem was also
improved to support monitoring versions and changes in dependencies. The investigator
was also capable for using the same system to get information about all possible versions
of the available packages, including the latest upstream version and tool description.
The system was integrated into the CinCan tool runner named cincan-command to
provide version information in an accessible way.
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6.1.1. Initial Implementation Challenges

Few challenges were observed when attempting to apply the container-based
requirements. Using a distroless mechanism to minimise the dependencies was
observed to be too high a workload for a single thesis and it would have changed
the nature of the whole packaging system. One known method for building distroless
images requires using the Bazel52 building tool, which would have required swapping
from the Dockerfile-based system for using Bazel rules. Because of that, only a
few tools use distroless base images in CinCan: on cases when it was possible with
Dockerfile only. Overall, specific kinds of rules for Dockerfile were created to make
release monitoring possible in containers and minimise dependencies. As distroless
images were not used on every package, it might have limited the precise detection of
the dependency issues. However, on a higher level, it is thought to be irrelevant; in real
life, the end-user is using real systems, where the results should be compared. The use
of the containers was identified to be in the minority in general, and traditional package
manager-based solutions were observed to be in use. The obtained results can give an
overview of the status of traditional package use issues and whether containers provide
some benefits.

Another major challenge was the avoidance of throttling when querying version and
container information from multiple different sources. At the end of 2020, Docker
introduced rate limits their container registry, and unauthenticated and free users were
heavily limited [145]. Maintainers could avoid this by upgrading their accounts, but
the impact was high on end-users, as everyone would have been required to own
a commercial account to get information about public containers. As a result and
part of this thesis, the CinCan container registry was expanded into Quay [132] and
GitHub Container Registry [133], which had no impacting limits for public use. The
final implementation of the system was changed to be very modular to support OCI
distribution specifications and platform-specific APIs of Docker Hub and Quay. Cache
was heavily used to minimise the number of request, and there was customisable time
to define when version information was too old. Quay ended up being the default
container registry in CinCan. Overall, the end-user can query versions without any
authentication token with some limitations. The remote registry can have up to 60
different tools with GitHub53 as upstream until rate limits are reached when monitoring
upstream versions. With free authentication token, this amount is increased to 15,000.
The count is calculated based on the available requests in an hour. On GitLab54, the
unauthenticated limit is 500 requests and free authenticated 2,000 correspondingly. The
system supports authentication tokens, so at the current scale, the amount of tools is not
an issue for a while with these upstreams. Due to the caching, version querying can also
be distributed over multiple hours.

Initially, some tools were not built directly from the source, and during this thesis, this
was partially changed, and packages were modified to build directly from the upstream
source. However, not every tool was changed this way; some of the tools55 required

52https://bazel.build/
53https://docs.github.com/en/rest/overview/resources-in-the-rest-api
54https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/gitlab_com/index.html#gitlabcom-specific-

rate-limits
55clamav and tshark

https://bazel.build/
https://docs.github.com/en/rest/overview/resources-in-the-rest-api
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/gitlab_com/index.html#gitlabcom-specific-rate-limits
https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/gitlab_com/index.html#gitlabcom-specific-rate-limits
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heavy modifications to their dependencies to be functional, which went beyond the
knowledge of the author of this thesis, and Linux distribution specific latest version
was used. Because of this, some tools have multiple upstream locations implemented
for monitoring.

6.1.2. Implications of the System

The version information state of the tool can be thought to consist of the one currently
in use, its remote location, and the possible upstream source. In container environment
in the CinCan project, it means container image in the local registry, its equivalent in
the remote registry, and the upstream where the image had been built.

In existing literature about software release monitoring from the original source, the
matter was already solved with different kinds of release monitoring systems on Linux
distributions, such as Anitya [19] or Debian Watch [75]. In theory, a similar approach
could have been used; we monitor only based on the OS configuration files on top
of the configuration file repository and rely totally upon repositories which host the
configuration files.

However, in this case, there was an additional requirement for the end-user to be
aware of the state of the whole package ecosystem and their currently used tool in the
container context, which makes similar workflow difficult. Traditionally, this has been
solved by using package managers such as pacman, yum or apt, which are capable of
installing, solving dependencies and showing the software version, but possibly not
being able to list available ones with package descriptions. The packaged tool itself
often has a feature for showing the version information, but only for the currently used
tool. These package managers also lack the feature of upstream version monitoring.
There were also no existing solutions in container-based package system which monitor
specific versions of specific tools within the containers. Snap package manager is close,
but it bases on different kinds of containers, and it does not provide upstream version
monitoring. When thinking about general software use cases, the DFIR context might
be the only context which could greatly benefit from the overall knowledge of the
software version state due to reproducibility and documentation needs, which could
explain why there are no existing solutions yet. Open source is still a growing trend,
and technological evolution makes it hard to keep up.

Container context provides a different package system than traditionally, by storing
every package version and the underlying environment, offering the benefits or easier
rollback and reproducibility. For example, Kali Linux limits the available package
versions in general; only if the kali-bleeding-edge distribution version has been used,
there is an option to roll back the package version to the one which is in the kali-rolling
release [146]. The environment is also prone the change because of the continuous
updates and the possibility of installing additional packages. Otherwise, if the end-user
wants to roll back to the previous version, they must compile the program from the
source or to install it with other means, and figure out the dependencies. As a result,
it was beneficial to support listing all possible versions and their tags in the container
context because the packages were available, and there might be a need to use older
ones as well.
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In conclusion, there was a need to combine properties from both traditional package
managers and release monitoring systems to fulfil all of the requirements in container
context. A release and version monitoring tool named cincan-registry was created
to track the supply chain in a container-based package system in the CinCan project.
For such a system to be possible, it requires a high amount of requests into different
API endpoints, which had several issues discussed in the previous section. Also, the
optimisation of the requests and parallel computing is mandatory to make software
usable; on initial versions the software was really slow, and something like that cannot
be integrated into the tool, which checks the version status on runtime when for example
examiner is starting an analysis. The combined use of local Docker Engine API,
remote registry API and multiple upstream source APIs were required. Their data
were mapped together to present the version information for the user. Embedding the
metadata about upstream location into container image was mandatory to avoid using
centralised, additional remote data source. One bug56 was discovered from the official
Docker Python SDK, and it was fixed as part of this thesis.

The version data was in the centre of processing, and the implementation and manual
verification section suggested that standard syntax is always not used for representing
the version information. Existing literate argued that in general, the OSS community-
created SemVer was not respected [72, 73]. While the focus was not to study whether
SemVer is respected, the lack of using this schema was noticeable when marking the
release on some occasions, supporting the existing literate. While there are no rules that
everyone should follow SemVer schema, it would greatly benefit, for example, in this
case, as it makes version parsing and comparison easier. The occasions were mainly
related to the use of additional text in the release publications accessible through APIs.
On the official release page of the tool, the version might be correctly marked, but the
data which defines the exposed version through APIs is not correct. For example, a
very popular tool Ghidra marks its version information57 as Ghidra_10.1.5_build,
which is not directly SemVer compatible. This might not be a result of the author not
attempting to follow the schema, but instead, they might not be acknowledged that the
version information is accessible in this format through APIs. Some of the sorting
issues could have been solved with some existing implementations. As later occurred,
SemVer syntax parsing could have been solved by using the official SemVer regex58

for grouping the major, minor, patch and the prerelease part from the version. This
was not used in this thesis, as issues very initially identified during the data collection
period, but it will be fixed in the future.

Another version information-related note was that authors did not make releases
for their projects. Some tools had no single release, and the version information had
to be monitored based on commits. Commits itself tells only about the change but
nothing about the impact of the change. Some projects had releases, but the release
cycle was not regular. A project might have had commits over two years, but there
were no new releases, which might have fixed multiple severe bugs. When the authors
are not making official releases, it might suggest that they either fix problems only
for their own use, or they expect that tools’ users are using the main branch from the

56https://github.com/docker/docker-py/pull/2520
57https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra/tags
58https://semver.org/#is-there-a-suggested-regular-expression-regex-to-check-

a-semver-string

https://github.com/docker/docker-py/pull/2520
https://github.com/NationalSecurityAgency/ghidra/tags
https://semver.org/#is-there-a-suggested-regular-expression-regex-to-check-a-semver-string
https://semver.org/#is-there-a-suggested-regular-expression-regex-to-check-a-semver-string
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source code repository to install the tool, and the version number is not relevant for
them. Existing literature argued that many of the open-source DFIR tools had been
developed opportunistically [21, 31]. The release information might support the idea,
as they are not seriously published for public use. Overall, also half of the tools in the
scope of six-month release tracking did not get a single update. A total of 24 tools
from 51 tools did not get an update based on the defined upstreams. Either these tools
are not very actively maintained, or they might be even abandoned. However, on one
occasion, a tool named trufflehog59 was rewritten totally in a different programming
language in version 3.0, which was at least a partial reason for not getting releases for
four years.

Overall, when we go back to the first two initial research questions, we had the
following:

Question 1: What kind of system can collect this kind of software version information
in a container context?

Question 2: What kind of system can present this version data for both the maintainer
and the investigator?

As an answer to the initial questions, this kind of system can tell all software versions
and their upstream equivalents in the scope of the CinCan project. It also can in
other projects that follow the same Dockerfile specification and publish their container
images either in Quay or DockerHub container registry. As long as the OCI container
image has the defined version variable and embedded metadata, the system can query
its version state. The system supports identified requirements, such as the need for
tool version documentation in Norwegian Police [11], and attempts to support overall
documentation and reproducibility needs in the field. Challenges encountered were
that version number comparison is difficult, and there was a lack of standardised use of
version formats in the scope of these tools. The DFIR tool developers are not always
making proper releases from their tools. The most known versioning type, semantic
versioning, was used in most of the tools. On some occasions, it was improperly
marked, especially on the accessible public API endpoints. No deeper analysis was
made on whether the numbers were correctly used to describe conflicting changes in
the software.

6.2. Dependency Issues

In the final phases of the study, once the monitoring system was functional and all the
packages were sufficiently modified, packages were maintained over six months, and
related problems were documented. Also, the packages were rebuilt after the additional
six-month wait time with the current package version. As a result, these two phases
gathered possible dependency-related issues over one year in total. Issues related to
dependencies were easily monitorable due to the nature of the containers. Based on the
original research questions, we had the following:

59https://github.com/trufflesecurity/trufflehog
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Question 3: Are there dependency problems on build time or installation time between
different versions in DFIR tools?

Question 4: Are there dependency problems on runtime between different software
versions in DFIR tools?

This section attempts to answer these questions.

6.2.1. Implications of the Build Time Errors

As an answer to the third question, results show multiple issues when building the tool
package. The different data collection methods attempted to limit potential issues either
by the change in the code or by the change in the underlying environment.

Based on Table 4, ten out of eleven build time-related dependencies are related
to the change within the source code. The need for additional new dependencies
and the change in the upstream location are the leading causes of build failures
caused by the change in the code. In four cases of these ten build time failures, the
location for the upstream changed, which might be considered a normal part of the
software development. However, all the dependent build processes were affected,
and this has potentially caused issues for the third-party package maintainers. On
the remaining six failures, the code had changed to require additional or different
dependencies, which were mostly undocumented. Also, the only reported build time
issue from Table 6 goes to this category. There is clearly a need for tool developers to
improve the documentation. Otherwise, the end-users need themselves find the missing
dependencies if they are building or updating the tool from the source. It also brings
challenges for the package maintainers.

The remaining environment-caused build time issue from Table 4 was caused by the
changed dependency, which would have impacted every user who used PyPy interpreter
to run Python 2 software. All issues from the rebuild Table 5 goes into environment-
caused category as well. The latest versions of the Alpine Linux have also abandoned
the Python 2 version. Many of the tools seems to still be relying on it, even when the
official support ended60 in January 2020. When comparing these issues on Table 6
describing the amount of software updates, it indicates that two of the four Python
2 based tools might not be maintained any more. Two tools are being maintained
regardless of the old Python version, which makes it more difficult to use them. The
use of outdated Python version can also bring security related concerns and questions
the lifetime of the tool.

When rebuilding the same version, the commit or package of the older version had
disappeared. Disappearance was not surprising for packages, as Linux distributions
usually store only the latest package versions. That makes it difficult to use the older
version of the tool if they are being relied on. The remaining issues are related
to chained dependency problems, where the problem is in the dependency of the
dependency. The environment can change, which brings additional challenges for
successfully building the tool from the source.

60https://www.python.org/doc/sunset-python-2/
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6.2.2. Implications of the Runtime Errors

To answer the final question, there are few dependency-based runtime errors based
on Table 4 and Table 6. While the amount of data is limited, missing or changed
dependencies have prevented the software from properly running. In one case, the
dependency was misconfigured. The impact of these failures is the most significant,
as they affect every tool user unless they are explicitly fixed by third-party packages.
Also, the tests have caught significant changes in the output format for some tools,
which might have affected the investigation analysis. If different software versions were
used to reproduce the analysis, the results would have been different, which might have
affected the conclusions in investigations. However, it must be noted that runtime tests
for identifying errors had been quite limited as described in Section 4.1.4, and possibly
not every error scenario was detected in the scope of this thesis.

6.2.3. Summary

With caution, these findings support the already known need to improve the accuracy
and reliability of the DFIR tools [9, 10, 11, 27], as well as the existence of the well-
known dependency problems. The additional need to manually find and use the required
dependencies can be thought to hinder usability, which was also a concern [12]. The
investigators might not have the skills to solve these problems themselves [9], which
might lead to the missed opportunity to use the tool or its specific version. The
container-based package ecosystem in the CinCan project was not selected based on
scientific evidence; however, these results indicate that containers can make tools more
usable for the end-user. With containers, the burden of solving all build time and
runtime dependency problems has moved from end-users to maintainers, and separate
tool versions with shareable analysis environments can be used. The variance in types
of dependency-related issues suggests that the maintainer is required to posses a high
knowledge in different areas to be able to solve the issues for making operational tool
packages.

6.3. Future Work

The implemented system could be more beneficial to write in a programming language
which is not dependent on the interpreter, such as Go. It would be available in a cross-
platform way without additional dependencies. Also, the better support for version
parsing and comparison should be implemented.

For research purposes in the future, a broader and more active tool group would be
beneficial for studying dependency problems. In the current scope, 27 different tools
were getting updates with varying activity. Some tools had only a few releases during
the six months, which resulted in a limited amount of data. Active projects potentially
get more releases, making more data available to study changes between different
versions. The future research could also attempt to identify whether the SemVer schema
is being respected in the DFIR tools.
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Rolling distributions, such as Kali Linux cannot support every older version, because
the dependencies change as well, and their objective is to support the latest versions.
Many packages can share the same dependency; hence the support for multiple
dependency versions must be also added, which might exponentially increase the
distribution size. It would also require a specific kind of package manager. The
package manager problem has been solved in the literature with GNU Guix and Nix,
which aim to provide a transactional way to control packages - multiple dependency
versions can exist in the system, and packages can work independently from the rest
of the system [147, 148, 149]. They are also another attempt to solve the “dependency
hell”. However, it seems they are not used in the DFIR context. In the future, it would
be beneficial to attempt to package DFIR tools by using these methods. Sometimes
containers cannot be used, and reproducible packages with transactional dependencies
can be used with these package managers to guarantee the correct dependencies of the
created package.
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7. CONCLUSION

The technical revolution has brought new opportunities for criminals to act in the digital
domain, and the role of DFIR has increased as a countermeasure. The use of different
kinds of software tools is required for collecting digital evidence for apprehending
criminals, and in response to a cyber incident. DFIR has additional software quality
requirements, as the digital evidence is used in legal proceedings, and IR requires
tools to be functional to mitigate possible severe consequences of the incidents. The
popularity of OSS development has changed the nature of the DFIR tool ecosystem, and
tools are being distributed by using multiple different means. The distributed nature of
the tool development has introduced variance for the already existing poor quality of
the DFIR tools.

In this thesis, the open-source container-based DFIR tool package ecosystem was
improved in the scope of the CinCan project. Maintaining a collection of a wide
range of different tools can be a burden, and a system was implemented for monitoring
upstream releases and tools’ version states. Additionally, the system was implemented
in such a way that also the DFIR investigator can use it to have increased control over
tool packages. The system allows listing all local and remote tools, their current and
upstream versions, tags, sizes and descriptions. It also was integrated into the cincan-
command tool which is used for running the containers. The provided information and
control potentially helps with the documentation and reproducibility requirements of
the investigations. This is highlighted in the container-based packages; tools have been
shipped with dependencies, which allow sharing of the analysis environment, and using
different package versions is straightforward.

The correctness of the system was verified, and there were some issues when sorting
the available versions. The issues were caused by tools not following the SemVer
schema on some occasions, but it was also an implementation problem. Based on the
release sources, not all DFIR tool authors are making proper releases for their software.
On some tools, only commits have been made, or the publishing process is halted for
long periods. The release cycle seems to also be inactive for 24 tools from the 51 tools
in the scope of this thesis; they did not get a single update over the six months.

Another goal was to study dependency-related issues affecting the DFIR tools; hence,
the package ecosystem in the CinCan project was also modified to contain minimal
dependencies. Dependency issues were gathered from the maintenance duration of
six months. Additionally, the maintenance was halted for another six months, and
then packages were rebuilt. Results show that there are 32 different failures from 21
tools. Nine of the failures are runtime based, whereas the rest 23 failures are built time-
based. Missing, missing and undocumented, changed, or too new environment-related
dependency issues were the leading cause. Build time issues have the most impact on
package maintainers and the end-users who build software from the source, however,
some of these issues could be solved with improved documentation. Runtime issues can
impact every user unless the third-party packager has explicitly fixed them. In general,
these issues can hinder the usability of the tool or completely prevent it if the end-user
does not have the knowledge to fix them.

The results support the generally known dependency issues in software development.
In the DFIR field, this was not studied yet, and it seems to share similar concerns, while
serious conflicts were rare in this study. Issues affect the tool quality; there is still a lot
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of work for improvement. It takes a lot of work and skill from maintainers to keep tool
packages up-to-date and functional. However, these findings suggest that the container
selection in the CinCan project can provide better tool functionality for the end-users;
the solving of dependency issues has been completely transferred to the maintainer, and
the end-user probably will not need to worry about them.
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The following tables present all CinCan tools which are defined as “stable”, “in-
development”, or “unmaintained.” Tables are machine-generated from the tools
repository [129] and sorted alphabetically. Only “stable” tools include upstream
providers and monitoring, which were implemented as part of this thesis. Tool scrape-
website was moved into a stable state in the later phase of this thesis, and it is not
included in the analysis of the first six-month tracking period.

Table 7. A list of all (52) stable CinCan tools
Tool name Description Upstream

Providers
7zip Command line port of 7-Zip which

provides utilities to (un)pack compressed
archives

Debian

access-log-
visualization

Visualizing webserver’s access log data to
help detecting malicious activity

apktool A tool for reverse engineering 3rd party,
closed, binary Android apps.

GitHub

binwalk Firmware Analysis Tool GitHub, Debian
box-ps box-ps - A Powershell sandboxing utility

used to deobfuscate PowerShell scripts
GitHub

cfr Class File Reader - another java
decompiler

GitHub

clamav ClamAV virus scanner GitHub, Debian
dex2jar Tool to decompile dex files to jar GitHub
eml_parser Parse .eml email files GitHub
feature_extractor Feature_extractor GitLab
fernflower Analytical decompiler for Java GitHub
flawfinder Flawfinder - Finds possible security

weaknesses in C/C++ source code
GitHub

floss FireEye Labs Obfuscated String Solver GitHub
ghidra-
decompiler

Ghidra Headless Analyzer GitHub

ilspy ILSpy (console only) - version 7.1.0 GitHub
iocextract Advanced Indicator of Compromise

(IOC) extractor
GitHub

ioc_strings Extracts urls, hashes, emails, ips, domains
and base64 (other) from a file.

PyPi, GitLab

jadx jadx - Dex to Java decompiler GitHub
jd-cli Command line wrapper around JD Core

Java Decompiler. Decompiles .dex and
.jar -files to java.

GitHub

jsunpack-n Jsunpack-n - Emulates browser
functionality, detect exploits etc.

GitHub

luadec luadec: Lua decompiler GitHub
manalyze Manalyze - a static analyzer for PE

executables
GitHub
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mvt MVT - Mobile Verification Toolkit by
Amnesty

PyPi, GitHub

oledump A Program to analyse OLE files. Didier-
Stevens@GitHub

oletools Oletools - a set of tools to analyze
Microsoft OLE2 files

GitHub, PyPi

osslsigncode osslsigncode GitHub, Debian
output-
standardizer

Generate md report from Cincan’s
Concourse pipelines, or convert single
tool output to JSON.

GitLab

pastelyzer pastelyzer - find security and privacy
related artifacts from text documents

GitHub

pdfid PDFID - scan PDFs for certain keywords,
triage potentially malicious files

Didier-
Stevens@GitHub

pdf-parser PDF-parser - parse PDF to identify
fundamental elements

Didier-
Stevens@GitHub

pdfxray-lite PDF X-RAY Lite 1.0 to analyze PDF files
for malicious objects.

GitHub

peepdf Powerful Python tool to analyze PDF
documents.

GitHub

peframe PEframe - static analysis for PE
executables and MS office documents

GitHub

pyocr Optical character recognition (OCR)
wrapper for Tesseract OCR engine

GitLab, PyPi

pywhois Pywhois - retrieve information from IP
addresses

PyPi

radamsa Radamsa is a test case generator for
robustness testing, a.k.a. a fuzzer.

GitLab

radare2 Radare2 is complete unix-like framework
for reverse engineering and binary
analysis

GitHub

regripper Extract data from Windows registry GitHub
scrape-website Headless Chromium web browser GitLab
sleuthkit A collection of command line tools that

allows you to analyze disk images and
recover files.

GitHub

snowman-
decompile

Snowman-decompile - a native code to
C/C++ decompiler

GitHub

ssdc Ssdeep based clustering tool GitHub
ssdeep Ssdeep - For computing context triggered

piecewise hashes (CTPH), also called
fuzzy hashes.

GitHub

steghide A Steganography program - hide data (and
extract) in various kinds of image- and
audio-files.

Debian
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trufflehog TruffleHog Searches through git
repositories for accidentally committed
secrets

GitHub

tshark A Tool for parsing PCAP and capturing
network traffic.

GitHub, Alpine

vipermonkey A VBA parser and emulation engine to
analyze malicious macros

GitHub

virustotal Official CLI for VirusTotal API. Analyze
suspicious files and URLs to detect
malware.

GitHub

volatility Volatility - An advanced memory
forensics framework - 2.6.1 a438e76

GitHub

xsv Fast CSV command line toolkit GitHub
yara Yara - The pattern matching swiss knife GitHub
zsteg detect stegano-hidden data in PNG and

BMP
GitHub

Table 8. A list of all (3) CinCan tools in development
Tool name Description
headless-
thunderbird

Headless Thunderbird to screenshot email messages

ioc_parser A tool to extract indicators of compromise from security
reports

pdf2john John the Ripper for extracting hash from PDF files

Table 9. A list of all (19) unmaintained CinCan tools
Tool name Description
add2git-lfs ADD2GIT-LFS
binary-analysis-
tool-bat

Binary Analysis Tool BAT with extra tools

c-ci Concourse CI
c-worker Concourse Worker
dns-tools
hyperscan High-performance regular expression matching library
identify-file Identify-file
keyfinder Keyfinder
pdfexaminer Upload a PDF to www.pdfexaminer.com/pdfapi.php and get

results
pdf-tools The DidierStevensSuite by Didier Stevens
pe-scanner Get information of a PE (portable executable) file
python-extract-
code

Extract code

r2-bin-carver R2 bin carver
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s3-resource-
simple

Simple S3 Resource for [Concourse CI](http://concourse.ci)

shellcode2exe Convert shellcodes into executable files, for multiple
platforms.

suricata Suricata
twiggy Twiggy analyzes a binary’s call graph
vba2graph Generate call graphs from VBA code
xmldump Parse XML files.
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1 ARG t o o l _ v e r s i o n =0 .6
2 ARG radamsa_sha256 =7

bf34aad41e3045cbf314d3a7077554642bd0635e629d69e254712a117952d50
3
4 FROM deb i an :10 − s l im AS b u i l d e r
5
6 ARG t o o l _ v e r s i o n
7 ARG radamsa_sha256
8 ENV TOOL_VERSION= $ t o o l _ v e r s i o n
9 ENV RADAMSA_SHA256=$radamsa_sha256

10
11 LABEL MAINTAINER= c i n c a n . i o
12
13 RUN ap t − g e t upda t e && apt − g e t i n s t a l l −y −−no− i n s t a l l −recommends \
14 gcc \
15 g++ \
16 make \
17 g i t \
18 ca − c e r t i f i c a t e s \
19 pkg− c o n f i g \
20 l i b b o o s t −dev \
21 wget \
22 unz ip
23
24 RUN wget −O / tmp / radamsa . z i p h t t p s : / / g i t l a b . com / ak i h e / radamsa / − /

a r c h i v e / v$TOOL_VERSION / radamsa −v$TOOL_VERSION . z i p &&\
25 echo "$RADAMSA_SHA256 /tmp/radamsa.zip" | sha256sum −c − &&\
26 unz ip / tmp / radamsa . z i p &&\
27 cd "radamsa -v$TOOL_VERSION" &&\
28 make && make i n s t a l l
29
30 FROM gc r . i o / d i s t r o l e s s / base − deb i an10 AS p r o d u c t i o n
31
32 ARG t o o l _ v e r s i o n
33 ENV TOOL_VERSION= $ t o o l _ v e r s i o n
34
35 USER non roo t
36 WORKDIR / home / non roo t / t o o l
37 COPY −−from= b u i l d e r / radamsa −v$TOOL_VERSION / b in / radamsa / home /

non roo t /
38
39 # Should be kept as final modification for layers - fetched

separately
40 COPY meta . j s o n / op t /
41
42 ENTRYPOINT [ "/home/nonroot/radamsa" ]
43 CMD [ "--help" ]

Listing 2. A sample Dockerfile1for Radamsa tool with multi-stage build and distroless
runtime image.

1https://gitlab.com/CinCan/tools/-/blob/master/stable/radamsa/Dockerfile

https://gitlab.com/CinCan/tools/-/blob/master/stable/radamsa/Dockerfile
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Figure 8. A sample output for the command cincanregistry list, which shows all
remote tools with the tag ’latest’, their description and compares installation status into
the local registry

Figure 9. A sample output for command cincanregistry list -ls, which shows
all locally available tools with their tags and sizes
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Figure 10. A sample output for command cincanregistry list -r versions,
which shows many outdated tools.
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Figure 11. A sample output for command cincanregistry list -ar , which shows
all remote tools, their versions and tags. Output is cropped.
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Figure 12. The output for querying version status for a single tool and the output in
JSON format


